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Abstract

Conventional pure nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) is a technique well

suited for the study of very large quadrupolar interactions. Numerous nuclear mag-

netic resonance (NMR) techniques have been developed for the study of smaller

quadrupolar interactions. However, there are many nuclei which have quadrupolar

interactions of intermediate strength. Quadrupolar interactions in this region have

traditionally been difficult or unfeasible to detect. This work describes the devel-

opment and application of a SQUID NQR technique which is capable of measuring

intermediate strength quadrupolar interactions, in the range of a few hundred kilo-

hertz to several megahertz. In this technique, a dc SQUID (Superconducting QUan-

tum Interference Device) is used to monitor the longitudinal sample magnetization,

as opposed to the transverse magnetization, as a rf field is swept in frequency. This

allows the detection of low-frequency nuclear quadrupole resonances over a very

wide frequency range with high sensitivity. The theory of this NQR technique is

discussed and a description of the dc SQUID system is given. In the following



chapters,thespectrometerisdiscussedalongwithitsapplicationtothestudyof

samplescontaininghalf-odd-integerspinquadrupolarnuclei,inparticularboron-t1

and aluminum-27.The feasiblityofapplyingthisNQR techniqueinthe studyof

samplescontaiuingintegerspinnucleiisdiscussedinthelastchapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance (NQR) involves the study of an electrostatic in-

teraction between quadrupolar nuclei (spin I > ½) and the electric field gradients

surrounding it [1]. Since these electric field gradients are produced primarily by

the electrons and other atoms immediately around the quadrupolar nuclei, NQR

is a powerful tool in the structure determination of solids [2, 3, 4]. Pure NQR is

traditionally carried out in zero magnetic field where the quadrupolar interaction

is much stronger than other existing interactions such as dipolar interactions. This

allows for the easy and accurate determination of the resonance frequencies when

they are large, i.e. larger than about 5 MHz. In a typical NQR experiment, the

sample is irradiated with radiofrequency (rf) energy while it rests in a coil tuned to

the resonance frequency [5, 6]. When the rf is of the proper frequency and excites

transitions between the spin levels, the magnetization of the sample oscillates at

the resonance frequency. This oscillating transverse magnetization within the coil

produces a potential across the coil, according to the Faraday effect. The voltage

across the coil is then amplified and recorded. In a continuous wave (CW) exper-
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iment, the recorded signal is the spectrum. In the case of a pulsed ,experiment,

the recorded signal must be Fourier transformed to yield the spectrum. For either

technique, the sensitivity of the Faraday effect is proportional to the rate of change

dc
in magnetization (V c< -_) [7], meaning the potential across the coil decreases as

the resonance frequency decreases. This imposes a lower limit on the resonance

frequency which conventional NQR is capable of detecting in a reasonable amount

of experimental time. Previously, this limit has been placed at several megahertz.

Recent advances have made it possible to extend this limit down to several hundred

kilohertz, however with long acquisition times [8].

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) has also been used to study quadrupo-

lar interactions [9, 10]. Since NMR is usually conducted at very high magnetic

fields, the quadrupolar interaction appears only as a perturbation on the Zeeman

energy levels. Techniques similar to those used in pure N QR are used to observe

the resonances whose frequency is determined mainly by the s_rength of the strong

magnetic field. Under normal circumstances, one is able to observe the so-called

central transition (-._ _ +½) only due to the anisotropy of space imposed by the

strong magnetic field. Most solid samples are in a powdered form making the central

transition broad and with distinctive features, called powder patterns [11, 12]. The

experimentalist is left with the task of extracting information about the quadrupo-

lar interaction from the features of the powder pattern and simulating the spectra.

The breadth of the powder pattern is proportional to the strength of the quadrupo-

lar interaction, thereby limiting NMR to the study of quadrupolar interactions of

relatively weak strength. The situation becomes even more complicated when more

than one distinct site exists within the sample, resulting in overlapping powder
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patterns. However, recent advances in techniques have made the use of conven-

tional [13, 14, 15, 16] and field-cycling [17, 18] NMR very attractive for the study

of quadrupolar nuclei.

Many important nuclei, such as 11B, 14N, _3Na, and _TA1,are found in technologi-

cally important solids and participate in intermediate strength quadrupolar interac-

tions. The objective of this dissertation is to present a technique which can be used

to study quadrupolar interactions of intermediate strength, where the pure NQR

resonances appear in the region of several hundred kilohertz to several megahertz.
r

It seems almost impossible to remove the broadening of the resonance imposed by

the strong magnetic field in NMR, so one is left with the option of working in zero

or very low magnetic fields. This neccesitates the use of an unconventional detec-

tor, called the SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device), to avoid

the low-frequency limitations of the Faraday detector. The SQUID [19, 20, 21],

unlike the Faraday detector which indirectly measures the oscillating magnetic flux

as voltage, directly measures magnetic flux itself (V 0¢4). Its operating principles

are such that its sensitivity does not depend on how fast the magnetic flux is chaug-

ing [22]. This allows one, with the use of a SQUID, to extend the previous frequency

limitations of pure NQR even lower and investigate those quadrupolar interactions

of intermediate strength. This is accomplished by sweeping an irradiating rf field,
=

in frequency, while applying a small dc magnetic field to the sample. When the rf

is on resonance, it will induce a large change in the z-magnetization of the sample,

magnetization along the same direction as the dc field. The z-magnetization of

the sample is monitored by a dc SQUID as the rf sweeps in frequency, resulting in

the spectrum. It is hoped that this SQUID NQR technique will find wide-spread
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application in the stUdy of the structures of solids.

Chapter II presents the theory needed to understand the principles of z-axis

NQR, a technique well suited for use with the SQUID. The theory for a single crys-

tal sample and a powder sample is _hown along witb miscellaneous extensions and

a discussion on NQR resonance frequencies for spin I = r_ and I = _ nuclei. The

operating principles of the dc SQUID system and the techniques used to transfer

magnetic flux from the sampl_ to the SQUID are explained in Chapter III. Chapter

IV discusses design considerations, a description of the spectrometer into which the

SQUID system was incorporated, and examines the performance of the spectrom-

3 (lIB) and I = seter. The NQR results for some compounds containing spin I - _

(2_A1) nuclei, along with a discussion on the results, are shown in Chapters V and

VI. The last chapter is u_ed to show a result for 14N (I = 1' along with a discussion

on the possibility of using this technique to observe quadrupole resonances from

nuclei with integer spin, in particular zpin I = 1. Appendix A presents the deriva-

s nucleus in zerotion of the analytical solution to the energy levels of a spin I =

magnetic field.
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Chapter 2

Theory of Z-axis CW NQR

2.1 Hamiltonians

The main interaction that this thesis is concerned with is the quadrupolar interac-

tion which describes the electrostatic interaction between the quadrupolar nucleus

and the electric field gradients it feels [5]. Quadrupolar nuclei are non-spherically

symmetric in shape and always have a spin (I) greater than or equal to 1. The

electric field gradients felt by these nuclei are produced by the surrounding electrons

and nuclei. Thus, studying this quadrupolar interaction is an excellent method to

determine the local environment of the quadrupolar nucleus and the bonding in

which it participates [1, 2, 3]. The quadrupolar Hamiltonian, in its principal axis

system (PAS), may be written as

where e2qQ is the quadrupole coupling constant (QCC) and _?is the asymmetry

parameter. The quadrupole coupling constant is a product of two quantities, the

magnitude of the electric field gradient along the z-axis of the principal axis system

5
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(eq) and the electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus (eQ), giving us a measure of

the strength of the interaction. The principal axis system (PAS) of this interaction

is defined such that the z-axis is along the direction where the electric field gradient

is largest in absolute magnitude and the x-axis is along the direction where the

magnitude electric field gradient is the smallest. In other words, IV_zl __ IV_I > IV_r[

and ali other components of the electric field gradient tensor are zero in the principal

axis system. The asymmetry parameter (r/) is defined as

V_- V_ (2.2)
'7= V,_ '

and isa measureofthe deviationfrom cylindricalsymmetry ofthe interaction

aroundthez-axis.The magnitudeordering"oftheelectricfieldgradientsasgiven

above,alongwiththerestrictionimposedby Laplace'sequation(V_x+ Vy_+ V_Z--0,

whereV}j= 0 when i._j),restrictsr/totherangebetween0 and I.An asymmetry

parameterof0 indicatesan electricfieldgradientwhichisaxiallysymmetricabout

thez-axiswhilea valueofI indicatesa severedeviationfromcylindricalsymmetry.

ltisofimportancetonotethattruecylindricalsymmetry about thez-axisisnot

necessaryto achievean asymmetry parameterof0 [9].lthas been shown that

3-foldsymmetry aboutthe z-axisissufficienttoobtainan asymmetry parameter

of O.

The second interaction of concern is the Zeeman interaction which describes the

magnetic interaction between the spin of the nucleus with the externally applied

magnetic field. The Zeeman Hamiltonian is ,_

HM= .-TtzBo, (2.3)

where 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus and Iz is the component of spin in
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the same direction as the applied magnetic field Bo. When the Zeeman interaction

is much weaker than the quadrupolar interaction, as is true in this work, the Zeeman

interaction must be rewritten in '_he axis system of the quadrupolar interaction as

HM = -'yhBo [Iz cos O+ Ix sin Ocos ¢ + IUsin Osin ¢]. (2.4)

The angle O and ¢ are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, which relate

the magnetic field axis to the principal axis system of the quadrupolar interaction.

The third interaction is between the spins and the radiofrequency (rf) waves

used to excite transitions between the various spin levels. The Hamiltonian for

linearly polarized rf along the x-axis of the principal axis system is

g,,tp = -7hB, I_,coSCwt), (2.5)

while if the rf is circularly polarized

Hl,cp = -ThB1 [Ix cos(wt) :t=I_ sin(wt)I, (2.6)

where the sign before the Iu term determines the direction (left or right) of circular

polarization.

The last interaction of concern is the dipolar interaction between two magnetic

dipoles (spins) [10] and when expressed in the principal axis system of the dipolar

interaction is

7172h 2

HD = r---5---(A+B+C+D+E+F), (2.7)

where

A = 3co, (2.s)
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e)(xt_+_:), (2.9)B = -_(I-3co:

c = -3-_no_o_O:'*(It,2,+1,_i;) (2._o)2

D = -3sinOcosOe-'*(/;I,, + Z,,¢) (.2.11)2

F, = _3_in=O_-"*(1tq) (=.12)4

F = -43 sin2 Oe2,_ (/i-/2) . (2.13/

The z-axis of the dipolar interaction is defined by the internuclear vector between the

two spins and r is the internuclear distance. The angles 0 and ¢ relate the dipolar

interaction axis system to the axis system of the applied magnetic field. If the

nucleus of interest is dipolar coupled to more than one spin, then the overall dipolar

interaction is modified to be the sum of the various individual dipolar interactions.

2.2 Theory of Z-axis NQR

2.2.1 Single Crystal Sample

a nucleus in a single crystalIn this section, we look at the example of a spin I =

sample where the weak magnetic field is applied along the z-axis of an axially

symmetric quadrupolar principal axis system [5, 23]. The energy levels for such a

system have been worked out and are given by

E+_ e2qQ 3= 4 _ _/hSo, (2.1.4)

e2qQ 1 (2.15)E_½ = 4 _:_hBo,

resulting in NQR transitions at frequencies of WQ,_:m= w# =1=Wowhere wQ =

and Wo= "yB0. The energy levels are shown in Figure 2.1, and Figure 2.2 shows the

5 nucleus.energy levels for a spin I =
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z-axis of the quadrupolar PAS (right). The asymmetry paxaxaeter (7) is set

to zero. The two original pure NQR resonances, wQ,z and wQ,,v,axe each split
into two transitions centered about the original resonances.
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The thermal equilibrium populations of the spin states, given by the high-

temperature approximation [10], are

( e2qO 3"yhBo )
1 1 (2.16)

P-] = 4 4kT 2kT '

1(1 e2qO 37hB0) (2.17)P+] = "4 4kT F 2kT '

1 ( e_qQ "YhBo_P_½ = -_ .1+ 4kT _ ], (2.18)

(1 e2qQ F- . (2.19)
P+½ = -_ 1. 4kT "2"_ /

The z-magnetization of the sample is calculated by sun, ling the products of

the populations of each level multiplied by its respective Iz value,

M;, = N,yli _ (P_I_i), (2.20)
i

M2 = g,yli __ P_m_ . (2.21)
i

N is the number density of spins, m_ = (im I. I i), and i is the quantum number of

the state. At thermal equilibrium, this gives a z-magnetization of

M, = 4k--_ Bo . (2,22)

Now we can look at the effects of an rf field as it is swept in frequency, from low

to high frequency [24, 25]. The +½ ,-, +_ transition, at wQ - Wo, occurs at a lower

a transition so is the first one to be irradiated. As thefrequency than the - _ _ -

1 3
rf reaches the +_ _ +_ transition it excites tile spins and changes the populations

of these two states. Assuming the rf field is strong enough to cause equalization of

populations of the +_ and -F-_states, we get the new populations

, , 1("thBo) (2.23)P:_] =P+½=_ 1+ k-'T-- '
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After saturating this transition (+½ _ +_), the induced z-magnetization of the

sample is now

' NTh2( 9 le2qQ) (2.24)M_= 4kT _'TBo+__ •

Seeing that _ is always much larger than "YBo,the sample magnetization changes

dramatically when a NQR transition is excited.

As the sweep continues, the rf reaches the --_ ,-, -_ transition and eqvalizes

the populations of these two levels. Ignoring any decrease in sample magnetization

from relaxation effects or other sources, this results in a final z-magnetization of

M;- 4k'--_ _TBo , (2,25)

close to its original thermal equilibrium value. ThuS, an idealized plot of the z-

magnetization versus frequency of the ff yields a rectangular peak centered about

wQ, the pure N QR frequency, as shown in Figure 2.3.

Several factors, in practice, distort this rectangular peak, Firstly, the nuclei

observed are usually dipolar coupled to neighboring spins and are usually subjected

to some local variations in the electric field gradients. Relaxation effects, spin-spin

and spin-lattice, also tend to alter the shape of the peak. Lastly, a major influence

can be attributed to the use of powdered samples. This is discussed in a separate

section.

Dipolar coupling of the nuclei of interest to other nuclei usually produces a man-

ifold of energy levels about the original energy levels. Since the dipolar interaction

has a r -3 dependence, most of the energy levels remain fairly close to their original

positions. This results in an approximately Gaussian absorption lineshape for each

transition and smooths out the edges of the rectangular peak. The Gaussian ab-

sorption lineshapes have a characteristic width of approximately _/BL, where BL is
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical z-magnetization signal, from a single crystal sample

using z-axis cw NQR and ignoring ali relaxation effects, expected from a rf

frequency sweep through both transitions of a NQR resonance. The weak

magnetic field is applied along the z-axis of the axially symmetric quadrupolar
PAS.
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called the local field. Abragam and Kambe have calculated BL for a cubic lattice

of spin I - _ nuclei where the electric field gradient is along the cubic axis [26],

They found that

7_h 2
- (2.26)

where d is the dimension of the unit cell. For most of the samples involved in this

work, the local field is about a few gauss.

Small or large variations in the electric field gradients of the nuclear sites can

alter the pure nuclear quadrupole resonance frequency. These electric field gradi-

ent variations usually arise from either site defects, small displacements, or non-

crystalline structures such as glasses [27, 28]. If the pure NQR frequency experiences

a distribution of shifts, this will also broaden and smooth out the observed NQR

resonance. Nuclei with large qt_.adrupole moments (eQ) experience a larger change

in frequency than small quadrupole moment nuclei for the same amount of change

in the electric field gradients, i.e. a(r,Q) oc eQ and a(VQ) oc a(eq).

Cross-,relaxation between the +m (+½ and +_ states) and -m (-½ and 3 2

stateS) manifolds, via spin-diffusion [29, 30], has the potential to drastically alter

the sh_t_e and size of the signal; in the worst cases destroying the signal com-
'/I

pletely. After exciting the +m manifold, and before reaching the -m manifold,

cross-rela_x,%tion and spin-lattice relaxation both tend to decrease the magnitude

of the induced z-magnetization. This stems from the fact that cross-relaxation is

relatively efficient when the two manifolds axe close in energy. The cross-relaxation

process makes it such that spins in the +_ state undergo stimulated emission to the

3 state. This process is a Am = -2+½ state while spins in the -½ go up to the -_

transition for the spin system, which we will call a "flip-flip", and is mediated by
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the F term of the dipolar Hamiltonian, Equation 2.13 [10]. Another process ('Tlop-

flop"), Am = +2 transition, is also possible and this is mediated by the E term of

the dipolar Hamiltonian (Equation 2.12) to make a spin in the -_ state go to the

_!2 and a spin from the +½ state go to the +_ state. While each of these cross-

relaxation processes, Am = +2 or ,_m = -2, has an equal absolute probability

of occuring [31]i the rates of these two processes are different in the middle of the

sweep, Figure 2.4. This is because of the different populations of the states involved

at that point. The rates of these processes can be written as

3

oc -W (_+,_ -b P_½) ,, (flip- flip process, decreases Mz) (2.27)

d._.M__
/,3\ /1\ 1

-
-bW (_+½ + P__), (flop- flop process, increases Mz) (2.28)

where W is the absolute probability of a transition and P/is the population of the

ith state. Since, in between the two transitions, P_.] - P_.½ and P_½ > P__, the

flip-flip term is larger and tends to decrease the induced overall magnetization. This

just says that if there is a difference in the population differences between manifolds,

cross-relaxation will equalize 'the population differences with some characteristic

time Tca. This cross-relaxation process is in many aspects similar to the techniques

of double resonance [].8, 32] and cross-polarization [33, 34].

The rate of the frequency sweep effectively determinesthe amount of time that
,I

cross-relaxation is allowed to occur. There is evidence in this work demonstrating

that strong dipolar coupling tends to increase the cross-relaxation rate. It is possible

to reduce the effects of cross-relaxation by either making the sweep rate faster or

increasing the static magnetic field to the point where the cross-relaxation rate gets
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Figure 2.4: A schematic illustration of the flop-flop and flip-flip processes,

mediated by the E and F terms of the dipolar Hamiltonian, involved in the

cross-relaxation of the +ra and -ra manifolds. The populations of the states

are those after one transition (+½ _ +_) has been irradiated. These popu-

lations make the rate of the flip-flip process larger and thus tend to decrease

the induced z-magnetization.
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smal! [25]. This point is usually where Bo _ 2BL. However, one must take care

because excessivelv large magnetic fields have their own disadvantages when applied

to powder samples and one usually sets the magnetic field such that Bo _ BL.

Along with cross-relaxation effects, spin-lattice relaxation still exists and some-

times cannot be totally ignored. After passing through the low frequency transition

and saturating it, spin-lattice relaxation tends to bring the populations of the +

and +½ states back to their thermal equilibrium values. These relaxation processes

cause the magnetization associated with these states to grow back in, possibly be-

fore the high frequency transition is reached. Some time before the rf saturates the

high frequency transition, the sample magnetization could reach the initial baseline

level, Then, as the rf saturates the high frequency transition, the z-magnetization

would extend below the baseline before decaying back to its initial baseline value.

The simulated lineshapes, of a single crystal sample, for various sweep rates are

shown in Figure 2.5. The lineshapes were calulated by numerically approximating

the integral

/:= (2.29)+ " "

g+m(w_) represent the Gaussian-like absorption lineshapes of each manifold, cen-

tered at WQ=l:Wo, and have opposite signs corresponding to the different sign of m

in the two manifolds. Assuming the sample to be purely crystalline, the linewidth

of the absorption lineshapes is detcrmined by the strength of the dipolar coupling.

The time constant T _accounts for both cross-relaxation and spin-lai;tice relaxation

effects during the sweep, and a is the sweep rate. The simulated lineshapes are of

the =t=-__ :t=-_transitions of 27A1 in a-Al203. The experimental lineshapes are

presented in Chapter 6.
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3 s 2TAIFigure 2.5: Simulated lineshapes of the +_ _ :k_ resonance of in the

a-Al_O3 single crystal using forward sweeps of various rf sweep rates. The

slowest sweeps are at the top and the fastest sweeps are at the bottom. The

slowest sweep rate (a) shows a case where rel&xation processes have returned

the induced z-magnetization to its thermal equilibrium value, before the high

frequency transition has been irradiated.
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The works of Dean, Hahn, and co-workers tell us that associated with each pair

of energy levels, in each of the +m or -m manifolds, is a rotating magnetization [23,

35, 36]. These magnetizations precess about the z-axis of the PAS at the energy level

splitting frequency. The sign of each magnetization and its direction of precession

(left-hand or right-hand) depend on the sign of the manifold_ They show that it is

possible to selectively irradiate one transition of a NQR resonance using circularly

3 5
polarized rf. An example of this is shown using the +_ _ -t-r_and -_ _ -_

transitions of 2TAIin a single crystal of a-A1203 in Chapter 6.

So far we have considered only the case of a saturating rf field. Under optimum

circumstances, the experimentalist may be able to specify the sweep parameters

such that the sweep satisfies the conditions for adiabatic rapid passage. Adiabatic

rapid passage requires that one sweep through the resonance in less than T' and that

the magnetization be aligned along the effective magnetic field during the sweep,

the effective field being the sum of the rf and static magnetic fields in tlm rotating

frame. These conditions can be express_ as

dv Av

(7B1) 2 >> _- >> T--3-, (2.30)

where B1 is the strength of the rf field, d,-_ is the sweep rate, and Av is the resonance

linewidth. If the sweep parameters satisfy the adiabatic rapid passage conditions,

then the populations of the +½ and +_ states will be.inverted. This corresponds

to an inversion of the magnetization associated with these two states, resulting

in an induced z-magnetization approximately twice as large as that in the case of

saturation. Equation 2.30 tells us that strong rf fields may be necessary to satisfy

the adiabatic rapid passage conditions. It is usually the rf field coupling to the

SQUID which determines the maximum strength of rf which can be applied to
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the sample, Since the SQUID could only tolerate rf of at most 200 mG in these

experiments, none of the spectra were acquired using adiabatic rapid passage.

2.2.2 Adaptations for Powder Samples

The last, and most difficult to quantify, factor to affect the lineshape of a resonance

is the use of a powder sample. The change in the lineshape is highly dependent

on the sample parameters as well as the experimental conditions under which the

spectrum was obtained. This section qualitatively covers z-axis NQR of powder

samples. One of the factors which ultimately determines the practicality of a mag-

netic resonance technique is its amenability to study powder samples, since single

crystal samples are quite suitable to high-field NMR techniques [37, 38].

In powder and amorphous sanlples, the z-axes of the quadrupolar principal axis

systems are randomly oriented in direction and most of them do not align along

the direction of the applied static magnetic field. Assuming the crystallites to be

purely crystalline, ali the nuclei of interest still have the same pure NQR frequency

with a linewidth determined by the strength of the dipolar coupling. Application

of a small static magnetic field will broaden these resonances as described below.

Using Equation 2.4 and degenerate perturbation theory, one calculates that the

energy levels for the ..q=_states areshifted by

AE (:i: 3) = :F_hBom cos O, (2.31)

Equation 2.4 has been truncated to HM = -ThBOlz cos 0 by the quadrupolar Hamil-

tonian to arrive at this result and the quantum numbers (m) for these two states are

still good for an axially symmetric electric field gradient. This is not true however

for the :h½ states which are mixed by the I_ and Iv terms of Equation 2.4 [5]. This ,
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mixingbringsabouttwo new statesgivenby

I) I)I+/ - , (2,32)

I-) = -c°sc_+ +slnc_ --_ ,

wheretanc_= [/l_._}]½and f = [1+ (I+ })2tan2/9]½.The originalquantum numbers

ofthesestatesaxeingeneralno longervalidand thisallowsfortransitionsbetween

eitherofthesetwostatesand eitherthe5:_states.The resultingenergylevelshifts

ofthe14")statesaxegivenby AE(5:)= q:(/2-),yttBocos0,

To simulatelineshapesofpowder samples,the absorptionlineshapesofeach

manifoldinEquation2.29must be modifiedtorepresentthatofa powder sample.

These absorptionlineshapesdepend not onlyon theanglebetweenthe z-a_dsof

thecrystalliteswithrespecttothestaticmagneticfield,but alsoon thestrength

ofboththestaticand rfmagneticfields.Thisdependencecan be expressedas

I/o2_ /o_a_,,(J, Bo, Ba) = _ d_b g_(J,/9)r(/9)_(/9,Bl)O(/9,Bo)psin/gdO. (2.34)

g_,,(w',/9) are Gaussians centered at coo 5: coof cos/9 representing the absorption

lineshapes of each crystallite. The linewidths of the g:_.,,(cot,Bo, Bl) for glassy and

arnorphous samples can be very large and possibly make the contribution from

dipolar coupling negligible.

Since the induced magnetization appears along the z-axis of the quadrupolar
i'

principal axis system for each crystallite and we only detect magnetization along
i

the z-axis of the lab frame, the signal from a crystallite with a polar angle/9 with

respect to the lab frame, is reduced by the factor I'(/9) oc cosO. The rf radiation is

most effective in inducing transitions when it is applied orthogonally to the z..axis
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of the quadrupole principal axis system [35, 36]. This will not be the case for many

of the crystallites in a powder sample. So the @(0, Bl) term takes into account that

only the projection of the rf perpendicular to the quadruplar z-axis is effective in

inducing transitions. From our studies of a single crystal of a-AI203, we find that

the _(0, B1) term, which describes the signal height as a function of rf strength,

has the approximate form

(e,B,)~I-c o,,o. (2.3_)

The effective rf field is BI,_ff = B, cosS, and B,,o is some characteristic rf strength

which depends on the samp|e parameters and the sweep rate.

The small static magnetic field used to split the degeneracy of the wQ,+m and

wQ,.-m components, reduces the cross-relaxation rate between the +m and -m

mmfitblds. The effective field, Bo,_l! - BocosS, decreases in crystallites for which

the z-axis is tilted away from the magnetic field axis. The 0(8, Bo) term accounts

for the decreased effectiveness of the dc field in reducing the cross-relaxation rate

when the quadrupolar z-axis is not aligned along the magnetic field. The result is

a reduction in signal intensity and a distortion of the lineshape, when the effective

field approaches the local field BL (due to dipolar coupling) of the sample. We found

that, for a single crystal of a-A1203, 0(8, Bo) can be roughly represented [39] by

0 (e,Bo)~ 1- e o, . (2.36)

The overall magnitude of 0(8, Bo) is determined by the sweep rate and zero field

cross-relaxation rate.

It is possible for the magnetic field to broaden the resonance since the splitting
i

due to this field depends on the orientation of the crystallite. Assuming a purely
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crystalline powder sample and Bo > BL, the linewidth will be around 27Bo. In

most cases, one is able to set B0 _ BL to minimize the linewidth and still maintain

reasonable signal intensity. When studying amorphous samples, the distribution

in sites usually dominates the linewidth and so the value of Bo is not critical. If

one were interested in the natural (zero-field) linewidth of the resonance, a plot

of resonance linewidth versus applied magnetic field could be extrapolated to zero

applied field.

The factor p accounts for the filling factor of the sample which is less for a powder

sample compared to a single crystal sample occupying the same volume. An in-

depth study was not performed on this matter, but estimates that p _ ½ appear

reasonable when the number of particles is large and of an approximately spherical

shape. The simulated lineshapes, Figure 2.6, are of the :t:_ _ .-i:_ transitions of

27A1in c_-A1203 powder. The experimental lineshapes are presented in Chapter 6.

The extension of this experimental technique to nuclei with higher half-odd-

integer spin (I = m -_-½,m = 2, 3, ...) is relatively straightforward. In ali these

3 transitions behaves just as described above, along with thecases, the :t:½ ,-, ±_

3 levels. Thus, in a spin I = 5fact that there are other energy levels above the =k_

nucleus, there are two pure NQR resonances, the :k.½ _ q-_ resonance and the

-t-_ _ :k_ resonance. It is easier to deal with the latter transitions since there is

no mixing of states by the magnetic field and the quantum numbers are ali still

good in an axially symmetric electric field gradient. The z-magnetizations that

can theoretically be induced for spin I = r_ and I = _ nuclei are presented below,

Table 2.1, assuming a saturating rf sweep from low to high frequency. The final

. ' 3 5

z-magnetlzatmn, when exciting either the =k_ =k_ or :k_ _ =[=_resonance of
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s 27A1Figure 2.6: Simulated lineshapes of the :i:_ ,-, :E_ resonance of in the

_-A1203 powder using forward sweeps of various rf sweep rates. The slowest

sweeps are at the top and the fastest sweeps axe at the bottom.
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Spin of Nucleus ,

Z-Magnetization ,r = _ I I =
_! .... _! ,_,k ! ,, :_ _ - - ' _ ..... _: _: _,,, : ,',,,',' :'21:' !_ !' ',',', __,;,

Thermal Equilibrium --_ [_7Bo] __s. [_'TBo],,

+ _ _ + _ Transition
,, , ,,,,, , ................ ' .... , , = ---

+ a_ 4-,+ _ Transition

After Saturating Both _ [_TBo] _'_"_'_ [_'TBo] -

Transitions of Resonance
..... _..: • ',_. , .... '_t[ _ . ... ....... _ _ [ :, : : .: • _." ......

Table 2.1: Calculated z-magnetizations for spin I = -_ and I -' _ nuclei when

saturating various transitions of a NQK resonance. The final z-magnetization

whon_r_tiat_,goithorthe_½_ _ ro_o_ceorrho_ _ _,_r_o_e
of a spin I =_ nuclei is the same,
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a spin I - _ nucleus, is the same. When considering a reverse sweep(high to

low frequency), a few modifications to the above equations need to be made. In a

reverse sweep, the order in which the two components of the resonance are saturated

is reversed, so the sign of the quadrupolar term in Equation 2.24 must be reversed.

The sign of the Zeeman term remains unchanged. Since the magnitude of the

quadrupolar term is normally much larger than the Zeeman term, the sign of the

resonance peak is reversed on a reverse sweep. This property provides a convenient

way to distinguish real signal from instrumental artifacts which generally do not

change sign when the sweep direction is switched.

2.2.3 Miscellaneous Considerations

Several points regarding the comparison of single crystal and powder samples should

be made clear in addition to the above discussion. Assume that the single crystal

and ttle crystallites of the powder are purely crystalline, so that the only natural

source of line-broaxiening is dipolar coupling. For a given static magnetic field such

that Bo _ BL and a fast sweep, the 4-_ _ =t=-_resonance is about one and a half

times wider than the natural Unewidth in a single crystal. The 4-_ _ 4--_resonance

of the powder sample is slightiy narrower than the same resonance for the single

crystal, a rather unique situation in magnetic resonance. However, the -.1=½_ 4-_

resonance of the powder sample is about 3 times wider than the 4-_ _ 5:_ resonance

of the same powder sample. Examples of these are shown using a-Al_O_ in Chapter

6.

When considering amorphous or glassy samples, variations in the electric field

gradients cause the pure NQR resonance to broaden, even to the extent that the_e
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variations, and not the static magnetic field, determine the linewidth of the reso-

nance. In this case, the ltneshape and linewidth of the resonance observed by this

SQUID technique will very closely approximate that determined by conventional

pure NQR. An example of this is shown using B203 glass in Chapter 5.

Using this z-axis NQR technique, relaxation processes during the sweep tend to

destroy the symmetry of the lineshape for a single sweep direction. Since the peak

in a reverse sweep has the opposite sign of the peak in a forward sweep, we subtract

the reverse sweep from the forward sweep to get the final spectrum. Doing so has

a 3-fold benefit. The subtraction of sweeps results in a lineshape that is symmetric

with respect to wQ and eliminates the need to consider relaxation effects when

determining the value of wQ. Secondly, as in any continuous wave (CW) method,

the system (sample and instrument) has a response time to excitation and changes.

By taking a difference spectrum, the experimentalist does not bias any particular

sweep direction, both of which are equally a_curate_ The third advantage is that

since instrumental artifacts in this technique do not change sign when the sweep

direction is altered, it provides for an easy method in eliminating these artifacts.

All the spectra shown in, this work are reverse sweeps subtracted from

forward sweeps, unless otherwise noted. Also, all the spectra shown were

acquired using linearly polarized rf, unless otherwise noted.

Ali of the preceeding discussion utilized an axially symmetric electric field gra-

dient to simplify the discussion, In this section, I try to describe what happens

in a non-axially symmetric electric field gradient. When it is a half-odd-integer

spin quadrupolar nucleus in zero magnetic field, the energy levels of the =km states

are always degenerate, regardless of whether the electric field gradient is axially
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symmetric or non-axially symmetric, This feature is _s:_:_:to the fact that fermions

(spin I = m + -_.,m=0,1,2,,.. ) involved in a quadrupolar interaction exhibit time-

reversal symmetry; that is, reversing ali velocities and angular momenta leaves the

system with the same equations of motion [40, 4I, 42, 43]. A consequence of this

time-reversal symmetry is Kramers degeneracy which tells us that each energy level

of the system must be at least two-fold degenerate no matter how complicated the

electric fields may be. Bosons (spin I = m, m=0,1,2,... ) in a quadrupolar inter-

action, however, do not exhibit time-reversal symmetry and so no such degeneracy

is required when the electric field gradient is asymmetrical. The application of a

small magnetic field breaks Kramers degeneracy for half-odd-integer spin nuclei.

This splits the :i:m states symmetrically about their original levels. This allows

for the easy determination of pure NQK resonance frequencies, even for non-axially

symmetric electric field gradients. However, a non-axially symmetric electric field

gradient will cause state mixing even in zero magnetic field [5]. Standard pertur-

bation theory shows that the new states lm'/wiJl retain character of its lm/state

and have some admixtures of the lm- 2/ and lm + 21 states, for example

1'>= 3 5

The effect of this is to alter the eigenvalues of the states lm'} with respect to the

operator I, azld change the signal intensity. Das and Hahn have also calculated the

transition probabilities under this state-mixing. The overall effect is the reduction

of signal intensity as the electric field gradient becomes more non-axially symmetric.

No attempt was made to explicitly calculate this reduction in signal intensity.
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2.3 NQR Resonance Frequencies

In general, one cannot determine _ and r/separately for spin I = _ nuclei from

pure NQR. For spin I = _ nuclei, _ and _/can be evaluated separately since

there are two pure quadrupolar resonances, For both the single crystal and pow-

der samples, the transitions in a small magnetic field are centered about the pure

quadrupolar resonance frequencies. For spin I = _, the pure NQR frequency

i+ (2.as)wQ = 2/% "3"

is well known. For spin I = _ nuclei, there are two pure NQR resonances, :t=½

5 The usual approach to solving for the energy levels, and±_ and ±-_ -- ±_.

thus resonance frequencies, has been a purely numerical solution. An analytical

solution is presented here and its derivation is shown in Appendix A. The :t:½ _ =i:

resonance occurs at

5

while the +_ +-,/:_ resonance occurs at

_dQ,H --- 20h

where

r3 = _/ +7 , (2.41)

P ] (2.42)0 = arctan 10(,72 - 1) '
b

and

p = _fl + _74+ 543_/2 + 243 . (2.43)

The expression for the ratio (Z_m__simplifies to an equation as a function of _/only.
WQ,L " •

After the proper experimental determination of WQ,L and WQ,H,they can be used to .
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search for the value of V which satisfies this function of r/only. The _ can then

be determined using either the equation for wQ,L or WQ,H. It appears to the author

that these analytical expressions for the resonance frequencies, derived by solving

for the roots of the cubic secular equation, have not been previously published.

There are various methods of determining the pure NQR resonance frequency

from the forward minus reverse (forward-reverse) spectrum. One may choose the

peak maximum as the resonance frequency or use the center of mass of the reso-

nance. An alternative is to use the average of the edges of a resonance.



Chapter 3

General Principles of the dc

SQUID System

3.1 Introduction

This section gives a qualitative description of how the dc SQUID measures mag-

netic flux and how the flux through it affects the voltage across the SQUID. Fig-

ure 3.1 is a schematic of a dc SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference De-

vice), which consists of a pair of Josephson junctions connected in parallel. These

Josephson junctions are usually a thin 18yer of insulating material separating two

superconductors [44, 45]. SQUIDs usually have dimensions on the order of millime-

ters [46, 47]. The SQUID, along with its lock-in detection, feedback electronics,

filters, and preamplifiers will be referred to as the SQUID system. The output

voltage of the SQUID system should not be confused with the voltage across the

SQUID, taken between points A and B in Figure 3.1.

A fixed bias current (jB) is forced through the loop formed by the pair of Joseph-

31
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A

B

Figure3.1: Schematicofa dcSQUID (left)and a Josephsonjunction(right).

The dc SQUID ismade by connectingtwo Josephsonjunctionsinparallel.As

superconductingelectronpairstravelthrougheitherpath (PaQ orP/_Q)and

tunnelthroughthejunctions,theyacquirea phasewhichdependson themag-

neticfluxthreadingthroughthe loop(eL). Quantum interference,between

electronpairstraversingjunctionsa and/_,producesa periodicvoltageacross
thedc SQUID asa functionofeL.
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son junctions. Some of this bias current consists of supercurrent and the remainder

flows as normal current. The conventional picture of superconductivity has the su-

percurrent made up of bound pairs of electrons and no voltage _is developed by this

flow of superconducting electron pairs [48, 49, 50]. The normal ctu'rent consists of

the flow of individual electrons and, as usual, causes a voltage across the SQUID.

This voltage is, thus, proportional to the fraction of the bias current that flows as

normal current.

The voltage across the SQUID' at a fixed bias current, depends on the amount

of magnetic flux threading through the loop formed by the SQUID. This is because

the magnetic flux determines the amount of supercurrent, and thus the amount of

normal current, and consequently the voltage across the SQUID. The mechanism

by which the magnetic flux affects the amount of supercurrent is as follows. These

superconducting electron pairs accumulate a phase shift, when passing through a

junction, proportional to the flux thro, :gh the SQUID. Assuming that the two halves

of the SQUID are identical, the phase shift of the electron pairs passing through the

junction a are of equal magnitude, but of opposite sign, as the phase shift for the

electron pairs passing through junction _. Should the two supercurrents arrive at

point Q with a phase difference of (2n + 1)lr radians, they will interfere destructively

and the total supercurrent through the SQUID will be zero. Ali of the bias current,

in this case, will consist of normal current and the voltage across the SQUID will

be maximized. On the other hand, the magnitude of the magnetic flux through

the SQUID may be such that the phase difference between the two supercurrents

at point Q is (2n)lr radians. In this case, there will be constructive interference,

the total supercurrent will be maximized, and the voltage across the SQUID will
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be minimized.The biascurrentthroughtheSQUID isusuallysetgreaterthanthe

maximum supercurrentpossiblethroughthetwojunctionsinparallel,suchthatthe

voltageacrosstheSQUID isneverzeroand some currentalwaysflowsasnormal

current.

The resultofthisisthatthe voltageacrosstheSQUID isa periodicfunction

oftheamount ofmagneticfluxthreadingthroughtheloop.Most SQUID systems

aremade toopere£eintheflux-lockedmode, making the SQUID itselfa nullde-

tector[20].In thisoperatingmode, the outputvoltageofthe SQUID systemis

proportionaltotheamount ofcurrentrequiredtokeepthetotalfluxthroughthe

SQU.TD loopfixedusinga modulation/feedbackcoil.This has the advantageof

a linearsystemresponsetothe inputand makes itunnecessarytokeep trackof

exactlywhere one ison thevoltage(V) versusflux(_)curve.Inthenextsection,

the equationsdescribingtheinteferenceeffectofthe SQUID arepresented.This

isfollowedby discussionson thetransferofmagneticfluxfrom thesampletothe

SQUID, and on theflux-lockedmode operation.

3.2 Equations Describing the dc SQUID

First, we will take a look at the behavior of a single Josephson junction. The

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of superconductivity states that ali the

bound electron pairs in a superconductor are phase coherent, i.e. their wavefunc-

tions have the same phase [48, 49]. This allows the wavefunctions of ali the electron

pairs to be described by a single wave function for the entire superconductor. When

two pieces of superconducting material are brought close to each other, some overlap

of the two superconductor wavefunctions occurs [51]. This results in the tunneling
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of electron pairs from one superconductor to the other, and makes the phases of the

two superconductor wavefunctions related as shown in Figure 3.2. The tunneling

allows a supercurrent to flow and its amplitude depends sinusoidally on the phase

difference across the junction according to

jo= sin (3,1)

where

2e fote(t) = e(0) . -_- V (t') dr'. (3.2)

The 6(0) term is a constant phase difference and is of no particular interest. The

second term makes the total phase time dependent, where V (t) is the voltage across

the junction and e is the electronic charge of a single electron.

The dc SQUID is usually biased with a current a few microamps greater than

the maximum supercurrent possible. With the effective resistance of a SQUID

being on the order of ohms, this leads to a voltage of many microvolts across the

SQUID. This tells us that under normal circumstances, the supercurrent oscillates

at gigahertz frequencies. For example, at a fixed voltage of one microvolt across

the SQUID, the supercurrent oscillates at the Josephson frequency,

2eV

= --g--, (3.3)

of around 486 MHz. This can be used to obtain very accurate values for the ratio

[44, 52]. ttowever, since the SQUID is usually current biased, the voltage across

the SQUID will depend on the supercurrent. This makes the expression for the

oscillating supercurrent more complicated. We do not need to be concerned with

this though, since only the time-average value of the supercurrent is measured.
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Figure3.2:a)The electronpairsina superconductorallhavethesame phase

whichisindependentofthephaseofanotherdistantsuperconductor,b)When

thetwosuperconductorsarecloseenoughtoallowtheelectronpairstotunnel

betweenthem, the phasesoftheelectronpairsin the two superconductors

become related.Thisformsa Josephsonjunction.

I
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Since a dc SQUID consists of two Josephson junctions in parallel, we need to

look at this next [44, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57], Figure 3,1 shows that the total supercurrent

at point Q consists of the supercurrent through junctions c_ and B, resulting in

jT = jl_ sin [6. (t)] + jl_ sin [6_(t)], (3,4)

where the phases 6.(t) and 6,(t) are given by Equation 3.2, The basis of the SQUID

is the fact that an electron pair moved between points 1 and 2 acquires a phase

shift from the magnetic field given by

= -2eli f2 _. dfr, (3,5)
6

where _. d_' is the component of the vector potential along the path traveled by

the electron pair. The expression above gives us the phase shift of the pairs trav-

eling through the vector potential inside the superconducting arms of the SQUID.

Even though it is well known that a magnetic field cannot penetrate deeply into a

superconductor, the magnetic field corresponds to the curl of _, Thus, a spatially

invariant vector potential does not contradict the absence of a magnetic field. This

is in fact the basis of the Aharanov-Bohm effect which is closely related to the

interference effect of the SQUID [58, 59].

There exists a boundary condition which these superconducting electron pairs

must satisfy, being _hat, upon moving an electron pair through one complete circuit,

the phase shift of the wavefunction must be an integer multiple of 2_r. This boundary

condition is given by

27rn = 5_(t) - 5_(t) - _ ,_. dg. (3.6)

Stokes' Theorem gives

2eh _. d_' = --_-(I)L, (3.7)
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where eL is the magnetic flux threading through the SQUID [7], The flux quantum

(I)o has been defined as ¢o -= _ _ 2.07xl0"_G'cm 2, Setting n = 0 for simplicity,

Equation 3,4 can be rewritten as

[ ¢_] (3,s)jT = j,,_ sin [_i. (t)] + j,_ sin _ia(t) - 2_'_o .

Assuming the Josephson junctions to be identical (ii = jl. = j_), we get

Assuming the bias current (jB) exceeds the maximum total critical supercurrent

possible (2ii), the voltage across the SQUID is proportional to the normal current

(i,e, the difference between the bias current and the supercurrent),

v(t)--R . - 2j,_ _(_)- -_-oJ¢o.t-_-osJ' (3.10)

where R is the effective resistance of the SQUID, Since f.(t) oscillates at a very high

frequency, a narrowband detector will observe only a time-averaged value of V(t),

but the time average of V(t) is not simply zero [57], When one integrates 6.(t) over

one period, using Equation 3.2 for 6.(t), it yields the time-averaged voltage

!

V = R (j_ - _,) _ , (3.11)

where the time-averaged supercurrent is

Figure 3.3 shows V as a flmction of (I)L, the amount of magnetic flux threading

through the SQUID.
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Figure 3,3: Time-averaged voltage across a dc SQUID as a function of the
magnetic flux through the dc SQUID, using Equations 3.11 and 3.12. a) The

=2j,; andbias current is set equal to the maximum supercurrent possible, jB '

b) jB=2.12jl, c) The experimental flux-voltage curve from our commercial dc

SQUID,
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A qualitative way of visualizing how one arrives at Figure 3,3 is to rearrange

Equation 3,11 to get

jB= (3.13)

where JB is the bias current applied to the SQUID, This equation is valid only when

js I;>1,_T I. When IJB I'<1_:r I, the voltage across the SQUID is zero since ali

of the electron flow is a supercurrent. A plot of the JB versus V curve, for non.

negative voltages, for the dc SQUID is shown in Figure 3,4. Since _,, also called

the critical current, depends on the amount of flux through the SQUID, we can get

curves (a), (b), and (c) depending on the amount of magnetic flux, , 1Typical y, one

always sets the bias current such that IJs I>1_T,m,_ I, shown by the horizontal line

(d) in Figure 3,4, This shows that when ¢_, is varied, the voltage across the SQUID

varies periodically between Va and Vc, resulting in Figure 3.3. Many effects, such as

non-identical junctions, self-induced flux in the SQUID, noise, etc., have not been

taken into account here [20, 53, 54, 56, 57], The observed curve is thus smoothed

to approximate a sine function as shown in the experimental V versus ¢I, curve in

Figure 3.3.

3.3 Coupling Magnetic Flux to the SQUID

The next problem is coupling the magnetic flux of the sample to the dc SQUID.

There are two common approaches to this problem, the direct and indirect meth-

ods. The direct method is used when one wants to measure quantities such as the

earth's magnetic field. The SQUID is placed such that the earth's magnetic field

is orthogonal to the plane defined by the SQUID, making the magnetic flux thread

through the SQUID [60]. ']?heindirect method is used when one wishes to measure
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Figure 3.4: A plot of the bias current as a function of the time-averaged

voltage across the dc SQUID, for various amounts of magnetic flux through

the dc SQUID (Ct,). Usually, the bias current (is) applied to the dc SQUID

is fixed (curve (d)). The voltage acroa,J the dc SQUID depends on the flux

. t,hrough the SQUID, and oscillates periodically between Vo (_t, fn¢o, curve

(a)) and Va (¢t,=(n + _)¢o, curve (c)), depending on the flux through the
SQUID,
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the magnetic flux of small samples, as in NMR, NQR, and magnetic susceptibility

measurements, In this coupling approach, a magnetic flux transformer is utilized

to transfer the flux from the sample to the SQUID [57], This has the advantages _

of being able to have the sample at a different temperature than the SQUID or

to have the sample in a lax.gemagnetic field while keeping the SQUID in a low or

zero magnetic field. Although it may be possible to place a sample directly into a

SQUID, it would require a very small sample size, and the ability to easily change

the sample would degrade the shielding of the SQUID from undesireable magnetic

fields.

In the coupling approach, one could work either with a tuned circuit or a wide-

band, untuned superconducting circuit, The tuned circuit has the advantage of

amplification by a factor on the order of Q (the quality factor of the coil) and the

only noise measured is within the bandwidth of the circuit. However, since the

tuned circuit still obeys Faraday's Law (V oc "_'t), signal intensity decreases as the

frequency of the signal decreases. The other disadvantage is that the circuit is

usually tuned to a relatively narrow bandwidth [61, 62, 63, 64], making it necessary

to extensively retune the circuit and conduct piecewise acquisition, to detect over a

large frequency range. This makes the tuned circuit ill-suited for wideband, low-

frequency detection.

The best approach for this SQUID NQR technique, to detect low frequency

magnetic resonances over a large bandwidth, is to use an untuned superconduct-

ing circuit to couple the sample flux to the SQUID. This circuit consists of two

superconducting coils connected by superconducting wire, Figure 3.5. The pickup

coil encircles the sample while the other, the coupling coil, is tightly coupled to the

q
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Figure 3,5: A schematic of the superconducting transformer used to transfer

the sample flux to the dc SQUID. The pickup coil and the coupling coil form

a closed loop and Mos is the mutual inductance between the coupling coil

and the dc SQUID. A change in the magnetic flux through the pickup coil

produces an opposing change at the coupling coil. This change in magnetic
f

flux is then coupled into the dc SQUID.
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SQUID. The key operating principle behind this circuit is that the total flux en-

closed by the closed superconducting loop, the two coils and interconnecting wires,

remains constant [50]. When the magnetization of the sample changes and alters

the magnetic flux through the pickup coil, a superconducting current is generated

in _the wire. This superconducting current produces magnetic flux, of equal mag-

nitude but of opposite sign, at the coupling coil to keep the total flux through the

circuit constant. This circuit is responsive to signals that have frequencies in the

megahertz down to dc frequencies. Since thecoupling coil is tightly wound near

or around the SQUID, the SQUID will feel the magnetic flux of the sample. This

circuit, as will almost all others, suffers losses and this results in only a fraction

of the sample magnetization being transferred to the SQUID. The design of the

pickup coil usually plays a large part in the sensitivity of this techni,lue, and thus

deserves a more detailed examination. The coupling coil of ota' commercial SQUID

system could not be altered since it was in a hermetically sealed chamber with the

dc SQUID.

The magnetic flux generated in the pickup coil by a sample of magnetization

Mr, is

Cp = 4_rfM._'r2pNp (cgs), (3.14)

where f is the filling factor, rp is the radius of the pickup coil, and Np is the number

of turns in the pickup coil. This magnetization will induce a currer, t in the pickup

coil of

Cp (3.15)
Ip = Lc+ Lp'

where Lp and Lc are the inductances of the pickup and coupling coils respectively.

Any stray inductances in the superconducting circuit should be added to the other
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terms in the denominator. The amount of magnetic flux ultimately coupled into

the SQUID, sometimes called the input flux, depends on the mutual inductance

between the coupling coil and SQUID (Mos), as given by

eL = IpMos (3.16)

or

Mos (41rjMa_rr2pNp).
(_L = Lp + Lo

The objective is to maximize (I)Lfor a given Ma. Previous work has shown that the

maximum signal is attained when Lp=Lc [47, 65], when the sample size is fixed.

Numerical simulations become necessary when the situation becomes more complex

when allowing the sample size to change [66]. The practical aspects of maximizing

BL are presented in Chapter 4.

3.4 Output Voltage of the SQUID System

The following provides a qualitative description of the lock-in detection and feed-

back techniques used to be able to generate a large signal from the SQUID [45, 47,

67]. A brief discussion on electromagnetic inteference effects on the SQUID then

follows.

One generally designs the SQUID system to be able to measure, with high sen-

sitivity, low frequency signals down to dc signals. The obstacle in measuring very

low frequency signals is that the system's noise power, which is white at higher

1 noise at very low frequencies [47]. Since very low frequency mea-frequencies, is 7

surements axe often desired, one wishes to reduce the _ noise contribution which

1 noise is to
dominates at frequencies below about a hertz. The usual remedy to 7
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use Signal modulation, better known as lock-in detection [68]. The lock-in detection

technique circumvents various sources of _ noise in the system such as drifts in the

bias current and changes in the critical current due to small changes in temperature.

Figure 3.6 shows a schematic of the SQUID along with the coupling coil, mod-

ulation coil, lock-in detection electronics, and feedback mechanism. The coupling

and modulation coils are both tightly flux-coupled to the SQUID. The principle

of signal modulation, as it applies to the SQUID, is to use the modulation coil to

apply an additional flux ((I)m) of frequency vm and of about half a flux quantum

peak-to-peak in amplitude. The resulting oscillating voltage across the SQUID

will, in general, consist of a component at vm and another at 2vm, Figure 3.7. The

peak-to-peak amplitude of each component will depend on exactly where one is on

the original voltage versus flux curve, Figure 3.3. If the average flux through the

1
SQUID is (n + _)(I)0, the vm component will be maximized and the 2Vm component

minimized. If the average flux through the SQUID is (n + ½)¢o, the vm component

will be minimized and the 2Vm component maximized. When the average flux is

1
(n+ _)(I)o, it will be the same as when the flux is (n+ _)(I)o except the vm component

will be phase shifted by 180° with respect to the reference modulation signal. With

the use of a phase sensitive detector [68], it becomes clear that the amplitude of

tile vm component is a direct measure of the sample flux. The modulated signal

from the SQUID is then connected to a circuit tuned to the frequency vm. This

results in a signal, multiplied approximately by the Q of the circuit, which is then

mixed with the reference signal to give a lock-in output of near dc or dc frequency.

The dc output voltage of the lock-in detector with respect to the input flux can be

(_h There are higher-order harmonicsqualitatively described as Vo,ap,_t": sin k ¢o J'
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Figure 3.6: A schematic of the SQUID system, along with the coils, lock-in

electronics, and feedback mechanism. This arrangement allows for low system

noise, high sensitivity, and a large dynamic range.
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Figure3.7:Signalmodulationand lock-indetectionscheme:The totalmag-
neticfluxthroughthedc SQUID isthesum ofthefluxtransferredfromthe

,, sample (_L)and a weak,oscillatingmodulationflux(_ _--_sin(um)).a)

_L --(n+ ¼)_o,thevoltageacrossthedcSQUID oscillatesata frequencyvm

and thereisno componentat2u_. b)_L = (n+ I)_o,themodulationcauses
the voltageto oscillateat 2vm and no component at vm ispresent.Thus,

theamplitudeofthevoltageoscillatingatvm, alongwiththe useofa phase

sensitivedetector,allowsus toknow whereone ison theflux-voltagecurve.
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of _'m involved in ali of this but they are not significant to this discussion.

In most cases, one desires a SQUID system and lock-in detection which provides

a linear output voltage response to any size input flux, especially very large signals.

As it stands now, the output voltage of the lock-in device is qualitatively a periodic

function of the sample flux as shown in Figure 3.8. This means that the output

voltage of the lock-in detector is proportional to the input flux only when the sample

generates much less than one flux quantum in the SQUID. Negative feedback is

used with the SQUID and lock-in detection to increase the linear dynamic range of

the system [69]. Negative feedback consists of inverting the output of the lock-in,

amplifying it, and feeding it back to the SQUID as magnetic flux, thus opposing

the input flux. This feedback flux cancels the input flux at the SQUID and holds

the total flux through the SQUID at some constant value. The voltage used as the

feedback flux is also applied through the modulation coil and is shown as Vo_,tputin

Figure 3.6. Vo_,_ is now linearly proportional to the input flux and sample flux,

no matter its size (within limits), and the average total flux through the SQUID

remains fixed, making it a null detector. In addition to the output voltage of the

SQUID system (Vo,,tp_,_)having a linear response to even very large inputs, it also is

relatively independent of the exact shape of the periodic voltage versus flux curve.

It may be of interest to point out some features of this technique at this point.

Should the sample flux oscillate at v,, the voltage after signal modulation oscillates

at vm -4-vs. Lock-in detection and mixing down recovers the component at v,. This

means that the tuned circuit and lock-in detector must have a low Q in order to

measure signals oscillating at a significant fraction of the modulation frequency.

This also means that signals oscillating at frequencies higher than the modulation
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Figure 3.8: Final output voltage versus flux curve of a dc SQUID system when

signal modulation and lock-in detection are taken into account.
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frequency (Vn) cannot be detected with this modulation and feedback arrangement.

The modulation frequency is limited by unavoidable stray reactances in the detec,

tion and feedback circuits and are generally limited to a few hundred kilohertz.

This limits the use of these flux-locked SQUID systems to relatively low frequency

pulsed NMR and NQR measurements. Thisfrequency limitation is, however, of no

real concern when using z-axis magnetic resonance as described in Chapter 2. An-

other point pertains to exactly where on the voltage versus flux curve one usually

holds the average total flux tln'ough the SQUID constant. In order to achieve a

linear response from the SQUID system, one wishes to operate where the output

voltage versus flux curve is linear. Figure 3.8 tells us that two points satisfy this

requirement, eL = n_o and _L = (n + ½)_o. Usually, the latter point is chosen.

'The reader is referred to further readings for the particular reason [20, 45, 47],

As is evident from the preceeding discussion, the SQUID is very sensitive to

electromagnetic interference since a flux quantum (_o _ 2.07x10 -_ G'cm _) is very

small. Two types of interference with high fre_._uencies involved are of most con-

cern: low-level interference and large, sharp transients. Since the low-level high

frequency interference has a frequency greater th_n the modulation frequency, it

modulates the voltage versus flux curve. The net effect is to reduce the peak-to-

1)¢o.peak amplitude of this curve and reduce the slope of Figure 3.8 at _L = (n +

This reduces the signal-to-noise ratio for a given signal size. Large, sharp transient

interference contains high frequencies in order to produce the fast rises and edges

of the interference [70]. Should these reach the SQUID, the flux in the SQUID

will change faster than the feedback circuit can follow. This causes the system to

"lose lock" and when it does lock-in again, the new point will be different from the
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original point by an integer number of flux quanta. The dc output voltage will,

thus, jump from one value to another, These voltage jumps will be integer multi-

pl_ of the dc offset corresponding to one flux quantum ttn'ough the S_UID, These

effects make it prudent to shield the SQUID and its inputs from any interference

with frequencies higher than the modulation frequency, The practical aspects of

eletromagnetic interference shielding are addressed in Chapter 4,

i



Chapter 4 ,

SQUID NQR Spectrometer

This chapter describes tb,e low-temperature probe and spectrometer which was built

around the commercial dc SQUID system, We first take a look at some considera-

tions when designing these parts and then examine some aspects in greater detail.

The performance of the entire spectrometer is examined at the end of the chapter.

4.1 Probe a_._d Spectrometer Design Considera-

tions

In theory, the experimentalist usually wishes to maximize the sensitivity of the

experimental apparatus. In practice, this is not always possible when other exper-

imental factors have to be considered and accounted for. These factors include the

nature of the materials used in construction, optimum design of the pickup coil,

and shielding of the system from unwanted electromagnetic radiation. Other, more

practically pertinent, factors are the ease of assembly and disassembly (or adjust-

ments) to the probe and the ability to easily change the sample. The reader is asked

53
,
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to bear in mind that we had no extensive previous experience with low-temperature

apparatuses and that this is a first-generation piece of equipment, There is no doubt

that improvements can be made to the design and construction of this equipnient,

and to enhance its sensitivity,

The low.temperature probe, being a first-generation apparatus, was designed

and constructed with ease of assembly and disassembly in mind. This was to allow

the change of its configuration without having to rebuild many parts repeatedly,

and to be able to slightly alter the relative orientations of coils and determine its

effects. However, this type of design makes for an inherently less rigid structure

than a permanent one. A rigid structure is important because the pickup coil is

usually located in a region of large magnetic field, many orders of magnitude greater

than the magnetic field of the sample. When microscopic movements Orvibrations

occur, this makes the pickup coil move in an inhomogenous magnetic field, chang..

ing the amount of flux through the pickup coil thereby increasing the noise level of

the system. Improving the homogeneity of the magnetic field helps, but one is still

required to maintain structural rigidity, Previously_ ease of assembly and disassem-

bly of the coil structure was not designed into SQUID spectrometers because of

the above problem of relative motion between the pickup coil and magnetic fields.

Many of those previous designs cast the entire coil structure, consisting of pickup

coil, dc field coils, and ff coils, in permanent configurations using epoxy [71, 72, 73].

This did not permit small adjustments or different geometries of the pickup coil to

be tested without extensive remachining of coils. We believe that we have reached

a reasonable compromise between the rigidity of the coil structure and the ease of

its assembly and disassembly.
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The highest sensitivity can be obtained when the pickup coil is wrapped directly

around the sample, Thls_ however, m_es Ltdifficult to change the sample without

taking the probe out of the low-temperature bath which is to be avoided because

the lm'ge thermal mass of the probe will ga'early increase the boLl-offof cryogens

when it is reinserted into the bath, The best solution is a design that allows for

changing the sample while keeping the probe in the low-temperature bath. Doing

so also allows for the possibility of using tmother lock-in detection scheme where

one rapidly t_ycle,_the sample in and out of the pickup coLIduring signal acquisition,

If the temperature of the sample could be varied, while keeping the SQUID and

coils at the bath temperature, the versatility of the SQUID spectrometer would

be vastly increased, This would require a separate dewar, to hold the sample and

maintain Atstemperature, to fit inside the pickup coli. A common design, which

has been used in SQUID NMl_ [24, 74, 75] and SQUID magnetic susceptibility

measurements [71, 76, 77], is to use a reentrant dewar inside the pickup coil, There

are two negative aspects to a variable-temperature probe. The first is that the

filling factor of the pickup coLIwould be reduced, resulting in a reduction of signal-

to-,noise. Secondly, the signal intensity at ,say, liquid nitrogen temperature would be

reduced by a factor of approximately 20 compared to the signal intensity at liquid

helium. This is due to the smaller population difference_ given by the Boltzmann

distribution, at liquid nitrogen temperature,

The nature and magnetic behavior of the materials used to build the probe,

especially near the pickup coil, is also of considerable importance, Materials which

have magnetic resonance signals that can be confused with sample signals should

be avoided, This includes materials which generate noise that affect or can be

0
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detected by the SQUID, Day and others found numerous materials possess temper-

ature dependent electron paramagnetism in magnetic fields [76, 78]. The magnetic

flux produced by these materials could couple into the pickup coil, resulting in an

increase in the noise in the output of the SQUID, especially when one considers

that small temperature variations cause variations in the amount of flux produced

by these materials. It is also advisable to keep superconducting materials out of

the pickup coil since the supercurrents generated to counter rf radiation are gener-

ally in fluctuating directions. This means that materials used for superconducting

magnetic shielding, such as lead, should be used only at relatively large distances

from the pickup coil, Along with these considerations on construction materials,

one should also keep in mind that it is important to hold the probe temperature

as stable as possible and to choose materials which do not transfer heat from the

outside efficiently, so as to reduce the boil-off rate of expensive cryogens.

An important consideration in the design of the pickup coil is its type, single

solenoid or gradiometer coils [21]_ and its geometry. If One assumes that the mu-

tual inductance between the coupling coil and the SQUID is fixed, as is in many
L

commercial SQUID systems, then ali the pickup coil parameters may be variables,

The diameter of the superconducting wire was not considered to be a variable due

to the availability of very high quality wire of reasonable diameter, When deciding

whether to use a gradiometer pickup coil or a solenoid pickup coil, one must consider

the following. The g'radiometer coil consists of two nearly identical coils, wound in

opposite directions, placed in series. The sample is placed in one of the coils and

the other is left vacant. The advantage of the gradiometer coil design is that in the

presence of large scale magnetic fluctuations, such as fluctuations in tile homoge-
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neous dc magnetic field applied, it can attenuate these fluctuations by two to three

orders of magnitude. The disadvantages of the gradtometer are a restriction on the

length of the sample and a reduction in the flux transfer efficiency from the sample

to the SQUID, The second disadvantage comes about from the matching condition

of the pickup coil and the coupling coil, i,e. Lp=Lc. This condition necessitates

that the number of turns in each half of the gradiometer be reduced by a factor of

i from the number of turns possible in a single solenoid coil. So maximum flux

sensitivity is obtained with a single solenoid coil, provided large scale fluctuations

are minimized.

When optimizing the geometry of the pickup coil, one wishes to maximize the

flux through the SQUID with respect to the flux of the sample. Assuming the

mutual inductance between the coupling coil and SQUID is fixed', previous work has

shown that maximum flux transfer occurs when Lp=Lc [65]. The one independent

variable left is the radius of the pickup coil (rp) [78, 79]. Since Lp c< rpN_, the

flux through the SQUID will increase with 8. r 1 dependence for a given sample

magnetization. So a larger signal will be observed with a larger radius pickup

coil, provided the filling factor of the coil remains relatively constant. The larger

pickup coil has the added benefit of a slightly better filling factor since a larger

fraction of the area of the coil is occupied by the sample and less by the sample

container. However, there are practical considerations when designing the pickup

coil. Larger pickup coils require larger dc and rf coils, along with more power, to

be able to generate dc and rf magnetic fields of given strengths. Larger pickup coils

would also necessitate the use of larger volumes of samples which may be expensive,

scarce, toxic, or highly reactive. There are always physical constraints, such as the
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size of the dewar, which may place a limit on the pickup coil geometry. This is

so because any magnetic shielding used may start to distort the flux linesi forcing

some of them to retmn through the pickup coil. Calculations have been made by

Osterman and Williamson describing this effect.
0

A difficul_ problem in designing the spectrometer was how to shield the SQUID

system from unwanted magnetic interference. This discussion is restricted tothe

problem when operating in continuous wave mode and we can take a look at the

magnitude of this problem. A typical CW magnetic resonance experiment requires

rf levels of about 10 mG or more. If all of this field were coupled into a pickup

coil of 10 turns, 0.5 cm in diameter, it would generate about 5x105 (I)o thxough

the pickup coil (1¢o =2.07x10 -7 G'cm2). 104 (I)o would couple into the SQUID if

we assume 2% transfer efficiency to the SQUID. In Chapter 3_ it was pointed out

that high frequency magnetic fluctuations greater than ¢_awould eliminate the gain2

of the SQUID completely and that low amplitude fluctuations result in increased

noise levels. Thus, we need to be able to attenuate _he rf fields by about 5 orders

of magnitude. An attenuation factor of 100 to 1000 can be obtained by orienting

. the pickup coil orthogonally to the rf coils. The rest of the attenuation must come

from either additionally shielding the pickup coil to prevent coupling to the rf coil

or using a filter in the pickup circuit to keep rf from entering the SQUID.

The simplest form of a rf shield is a highly conductive cylinder placed between

the pickup and rf coils [39]. The rf coils are placed inside the shield while the pickup

coil is placed around the outside of the shield. This usually results in a very poor

filling factor of the pickup coil and there are variations in the shield's attenuation

factor depending on the frequency of the rf radiation as shown below. The shield
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has a characteristic skin depth, _, related to its electrical conductivity, p, by

r

An electromagnetic wave of frequency u will be attenuated, by the shield, by a

factor e-_ where t is the thickness of the shield. This allows the very low frequency

sample signal to be detected by the pickup coil and still attenuates the rf radiation

felt by the pickup coil, However, one can not just minimize the cutoff frequency of

the shield. This is because the shield has some resistance (R) to currents encircling

it and therefore generates Johnson noise. The amount of noise generated by the

' shield is inversely related to the shield's lower cutoff frequency. The Johnson noise

voltage recorded with a voltmeter of bandwidth B is

Vn = (4kTRB) ½ (4.2)

where T is the temperature of the shield. Since we are concerned with current

noise which produces flux noise, I, = _, the flux noise increases as the resistance

of the shield is lowered. A thicker shield, reducing the cutoff frequency of the shield,

has lower resistance and thus higher flux noise given by ¢, = LsI, where Ls is

the inductance of the shield. Alternatively, it is possible to enclose the pickup

coil in a shield which wraps around the outside of the sample, leaving the rf coils

furthest from the sample. However, this design tends to distort the intensity and

homogeneity of the rf fields at the sample.

The second method of shielding the SQUID from rf interference using a filter

does not cause a poor filling factor, but still exhibits some generation of flux noise.

The rf filter is formed by placing a small shunt resistor (Rs) in parallel with the
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coupling coil [73, 80], Figure 4.1. This RL filter has a low-frequency cutoff of

R, ( Lp + Lv ) (4.3)b, - 2-_ LpLv '

The key to this filter is that the impedance of the resistor is fixed at R,, while the

impedance of the coupling coil (wLv) increases with frequency. This allows low

frequency currents to pass through the coupling coil, while high frequency currents

(frequencies much higher than the filter cutoff frequency) pass through the resistor.

Although this filter does produce flux noise, more complex filters have been studied
:q

and may prove useful [22, 81].

Both types of filters, rf shield and shunt resistor, reduce the transmitted current

by 6 dB per octave at frequencies well above their cutoff frequency. Since they

both produce flux noise, a compromise must be reached such that the cutoff fre-

quency effectively reduces rf interference without generating excessive amounts of

noise. This can be done by constructing the probe such that the cutoff frequency
,,

is adjustable from the outside of the dewar.

4.2 Overview of the Spectrometer

Figure 4.2 is a schematic oi"the spectrometer. A Faraday cage, made of copper mesh,

shields the SQUID and low-temperature probe from high-frequency interference.

The SQUID feedback unit is inside the cage while ali other electronics is outside.

The output voltage of the SQUID control unit passes through a low-pass filter before

it is passed on to the chart recorder and/or the computerized data acquisition unit.

The rf source is a two channnel synthesizer, one channel of which can also connect

to the frequency counter.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the shunt resistor (R,) incorporated into the super-

conducting flux transformer. This arrangement acts as a low-pass filter, letting

low-frequency signals reach the coupling coil while high-frequency interference

passes through the resistor instead.
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Figure4.2:Schematicoverviewofthe dc SQUID spectrometer.The com-

ponentsare (a)liquidheliumcryostat,(b)SQUID feedbackunit,(c)SQUID

controlunit,(d)frequencycounter,(e)two-channelrfsynthesizer,(f)low-pass

filter,(g)analog-to-digitalconverter,(h)computer,and (i)chartrecorder.
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4.3 Low-Temperature Probe

The cryostat (dewar) used in this work was originally designed to fit into the bore Of

a commercial superconducting magnet, resulting in a long and narrow configuration.

The upper half of the dewar has an inside diameter of 3.25", necessitating a rather

slim probe to fit into the dewar. This imposed additional restrictions when designing

the geometry of the entire low-temperature probe.

Figure 4.3 shows a cross-s_tion of the essential parts of the probe, the dc

SQUID [82], sample chamber, and shunt resistor board. Most of the exterior of the

lower portion of the probe is made of brass, with the exception of the copper cover

used to protect the shunt resistor board. The thick brass plates used at the top and

bottom of the sample chamber were coated on the inside with solder (60% Pb, 40%

Sn), while 0.005" thick lead foil was used to line the insides of the sample chamber

and the shunt resistor board cover. Solder and lead become superconducting at

liquid helium temperature, providing an excellent shield against unwanted electro-

magnetic radiation at ali frequencies. During design and construction of the probe,

careful attention was paid to minimizing vibrations within the probe and shielding

it from unwanted electromagnetic interference.

The dc SQUID and its associated coils are located in a cannister on the left, hand

side of Figure 4.3. A niobium shield can be slid off the cannister to expose two 0-

80 brass screws which connect to the coupling coil of the SQUID. The cannister,

containing the SQUID and its coils, is permanently hermetically sealed. This was

done by the manufacturer to prolong the lifetime of the SQUID. A -_--20threaded

lead nut on the bottom of the cannister secures it to the rest of the probe. The rest

" diameter stainlessof the connections to the SQUID, and its coils, run through a
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Figure 4.3: Cross-section of the low-temperature probe of the SQUID spec-

trometer. The dc SQUID is on the left hand side.
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steel tube to the top of the probe. This tube has a fixed length of 31" and has a

13-pin locking Bendix connector at the top for the cable connection to the SQUID

feedback unit.

The coil forms used for the pickup coil, rf coils, and dc field tube were machined

from MACOR, a mica glass-ceramic [83]. The pickup coil had an outside diameter

of 6.5 mm and an inside diameter of a few thousandths of an inch over 5.0 mm. A

slot about 0.012" wide and 0.065" deep was cut around the pickup coil form. The

pickup coil was made by tightly winding 10 turns (2 rows, each 5 layers deep) of

0.005" diameter Formvar-insulated NbTi wire into the slot. Cyanoacrylate glue was

then applied to the wire in the slot to keep the pickup coil rigid at all times. The

leads of the pickup coil were shielded by a 1 mm o.d. 60/40 lead-tin tube, from the

pickup coil form to the coupling coil connections.

1 ,, slots were machinedThe rf coil form fit around the pickup coil form. _" x

into the rf coil form such that the dimensions of each Helmholtz saddle rf coils were

26 mm in length and 16 mm in diameter, and each formed a 120 ° arc to maximize

the rf field homogeneity. The two sets of Helmholtz saddle coils were orthogonal,

wound with 32 AWG insulated copper wire, and then glued permanently in place

with epoxy. The calculated field to current ratio for each set of coils was 3 G/A.

The dc magnetic field coil form was placed around the rf coil form. A lead tube

was formed on the outside of the coil form by rollingup a_ld soldering closed a 1

mm thick sheet of lead. Then a solenoid, 67 turns of 28 AWG insulated copper

wire, was tightly wound outside this lead tube. The lead tube and copper solenoid

were both glued to the coil form with epoxy. The dc magnetic field was produced

by applying a current to the solenoid during the cool down of the probe. When
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the cool down was complete, this current was slowly reduced to zero, producing a

trapped magnetic field sustained by superconducting currents in the lead tube [50].

The calculated field-producing efficiency of this arrangement was 30 G/A and ex-

perimental measurements yield approximately 28 G/A. A more homogenous dc field

could have been obtained by pouring molten lead into a mold and then letting it

slowly cool, to yield a lead tube,

The three coil forms were machined to tolerances of 0.003" and fit very tightly

together. Centering of the coils with respect to each other was to within 0.005",

and they were centered longitudinally and laterally within the sample chamber to

about 0.040". To allow easy disassembly or adjustment of the coil forms at room

temperature, and still minimize vibrations at low temperatures, the mating surfaces

of the coil forms were coated with a thin layer of Apiezon vacuum grease. Two 6-

32 nylon screws were used to securely fasten the entire coil form structure to the

bottom of the sample chamber. A 6 mm diameter hole was drilled through the top

brass plate to allow for easy changing of samples. It is doubtful that this degraded

the shielding of the pickup coil to a large degree.

The shunt resistor board was made by removing part of the copper conductor

from a piece of fiberglass printed circuit board. Three shunt resistors were placed

in parallel, also in parallel to the pickup coil, across the inputs to the coupling

coil of the SQUID. These resistors, 1 to 0.1 _., were made from strands of 0.005"

diameter manganin wire which has a room temperature resistance of 11.67 f'//ft.

These resistances do not change by more than 10% when cooled to 4.2 K due to the

excellent thermal coefficient of manganin [84]. Any of the resistors could be removed

from the filter circuit by breaking a lead bridge in series with each resistor. Three
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strings (not shown), running to the top of the probe, were connected to the bridges,

allowing one to break any of the bridges while leaving the probe on the cryogenic

bath. A twisted pair of 32 AWG insulated copper wire was used to connect the shunt

resistor board to the coupling coil of the SQUID. These wires, like the pickup coil

leads, were also shielded by a 1 mm o.d. 60/40 lead-tin tube, The copper conductor

on the fiberglass board did not exhibit any peeling despite many temperature cycles

and no problems were observed with the entire shunt resistor assembly.

The samples were firmly packed into 5,0 mm o.d. thin-walled glass NMR tubes,

The inner diameter of these NMR tubes are 4.27 mm, The sample lengths are

usually 0.5", and usually 2 or more are packed into the same NMR tube with 0.25"

spacers in between. These NMR tubes are then afixed to the end of a sample stick

as shown in Figure 4.4. Usually, we applied a judicious amount of Apiezon vacuum

grease to the Teflon and Nylon sections of the sample stick and cut slots in the

NMR tubes at these corresponding locations. Doing so helped keep the sample

tube attached to the stick when pulling the sample stick out of a cold probe.

4.4 Cryostat and Room Temperature Shielding

The stainless steel cryostat (dewar) used in this work was originally designed for

high,field NMR, as previously mentioned. The capacity of the dewar was about 10

liters of liquid helium, which would allow 5 hours of operation. The liquid helium

level was measured with a standard liquid helium probe and meter (American Mag-

netics 110) during the helium fill and periodically during operation. The helium

bath was insulated with a liquid nitrogen jacket. A _metal shield was wrapped

outside the dewar to reduce the ambient magnetic field, at the sample region, by
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Figure 4.4: Sample tube and stick. The stick (left) is inserted into the glass
sample tube,, A thin filmof vacuumgreasekeeps the stick and tube attached
at cold temperatures.
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a factor of about 25, This shield prevented the trapping of small magnetic fields

during the liquid helium fill,

Experiments i_1this work were performed in an environment containing many

sources of noiset such as several computers and pulsed NMR spectrometers in the

same room, and pulsed laser systems in neighboring rooms. The dewar, along with

the SQUID and probe, and feedback unit were placed inside the cage during op-

eration, The Faraday cage helped filter out any high-frequency interference. The

cage was constructed of copper mesh stapled to a wood frame with approximate

dimensions of 8 feet in height and 6 feet in width and depth, No devices requir-

ing the use of 110 V ac power were used inside the cage during operation of the

spectrometer, Connections between the inside of the cage and the outside passed

through a thick copper plate, either through feedthrough BNCs or 13-pin locking

Bendix connectors (for the SQUID electronics),

4.5 rf Sources and Data Acquisition
t

Several sources of radiofrequency radiation were used in this work. The earliest

sources were previously described in detail [85] and is omitted from this discussion.

The most recent, and best, source of rf was a Hewlett-Packard 3326A Two-Channel

Synthesizer. It is capable of supplying up to 10 V of rf into a 50 _2 impedance load

at frequencies from dc to 13 MHz. Sweep times were adjustable from 1 ms to 1000

s for any sweep width within the 13 MHz bandwidth, An especially convenient

operating mode was the two-phase mode where the two channels sweep together

with an adjustable phase difference of 0° to 720°. This permitted the generation of

left or right circularly polarized rf. The frequency synthesis is produced digitally,
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making it easy to set ali sweep parameters to any specified value and making them

reproducible. The rf synthesizer was also controllable by the computer using a

HPIB interface.

The signal from the sample comes from the SQUID probe (BTi Model DP

probe with Model DSQ Hybrid SQUID) and passes through the feedback unit (BTt

Model 400) [82]. The operational features of the feedback unit were as described in

Chapter 3. Then the signal goes to tile SQUID control unit (BTi Model 40) where

it is amplified, by factors of 1, 10, 100, or 1000, and filtered, using bandwidths of

5 kttz or 50 kHz. The bandwidth was usually set to 5 kHz, Since this bandwidth

is still much larger than needed, the output voltage of the SQUID system is then

sent through a home-built low-pass filter. Figure/4.5 is a circuit diagram of this

room-temperature filter: The input impedance is 20 k_ and is a floating input as

recommended by BTi. The bandwidth of the filter can be set from 200 Hz to 0102

Hz by powers of ten, and the gain is continuously variable from 10 to 120.

Usually, a computer and data acquisition unit were used to collect the output of

the low-pass filter. This allowed for more accurate signal collection, signal averaging,

and the necessary signal processing (such as subtracting reverse sweeps from forward, ,

sweeps). An AT-clone personal computer (Leading Edge Model MH) controlled

the Rapid Systems data acquisition unit [86]. The signal was digitized by an 8-

bit digitizer (Rapid Systems R1000) and stored inRAM on the tLapid Systems

interface card (Model R320). When the frequency sweep and data acquisition was

complete, the data points were sent to the computer RAM and displayed on the

screen. Frequency sweeps and further data manipulation were performed either

by the extensively modified program from Rapid Systems or a separate custom

!
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Figure 4,5: Schematic diagram of the low-pass filter through which the dc

SQUID output voltage is passed. The filter provides additional amplification
and filtering.
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program, both written in Turbo Pascal. The latter program allowed the user to

plot the data on t.he screen, correct the spectrum of linear baseline drift, add and

subtract spectra, etc. The Rapid Systems unit was also capable of performing very

fast Fast Fourier _IYansforms using a TMS 32010 processor on the interface board.

This was sometimes utilized for diagnostic purposes on the SQUID system. In a

few cases, a chart recorder (Fisher Scientific 5000) was used to record the output

of the low-pass filter. In this case, one had to be aware that the recorder had an

upper frequency response of 4 Hz only.

4.6 Spectrometer Performance

It is of interest to determine the noise spectrum of the spectrometer, which may give

one an idea of the source of the noise. To do this, we take the Fourier transform of

the output of the SQUID control unit. The rf radiation is off at this point and the

output does not pass through the low-pass filter. The noise is white down to about

1 Hz as shown in Figure 4.6. However, the noise amplitude increases sharply below

this frequency [47]. If we assume a resonance linewidth of 20 kHz and a sweep rate

:f I kHz/s, it can be said the r, our signal ha_ an oscillation frequency of 0.05 Hz.

This suggests that further lock-in detection and signal modulation schemes may

help improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

It is also cf importance to know how much coupling exits between the rf and

pickup coils. The best that can be theoretically achieved is zero coupling at all rf

frequencies, however, this is hard to attain in practice. Extensive measurements of

this coupling were made, for various shunt resistances, aud the results are shown in

Figure 4.7. The attenuati,)n factors are those provided by the shunt resistor when a
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fixed rf voltage is sent through the rf coils, while keeping the flux-voltage curve at a

fixed, predetermined amplitude. It is necessary to assume that ali the rf frequencies

used are equally effective in reducing the amplitude of the flux-voltage curve. This

figure shows that the shunt resistor does act as a low-pass filter and that reducing

the frequency of the rf increases the noise, since the shunt resistor does not filter

effectively at low frt,quencies. As expected, stronger rf fields generally result in

higher noise levels due to averaging of the flux-voltage curve. Using Figure 4.7,

Equation 4.3, and assuming Lp=l.3 #H, the calculated 3 dB point of the filter is

200 kHz/g2.

A comparison of the noise expected and the actual noise observed can also be

made. The measured noise in the output voltage of the SQUID, under typical

operating conditions (10 G dc magnetic field, 10 mG rf field, 2 Hz filter bandwidth,

and 104 overall gain), is approximately 50 mV/x/_-z in the white noise region. If we

take the stated intrinsic noise of the SQUID system, 1.2x10 -5 _o / I_/r_, and the flux

to voltage gain for the SQUID under the above conditions, 51 V/Co, we calculate

0.61 mV/v/-H-_ for the expected noise. Several modifications to the spectrometer

did not substantially lessened this discrepancy.

Another way of gauging the spectrometer's performance is to compare the ex-

pected signal amplitudes to the experimental signal amplitudes. It was necessary to

first empirically determine the overall gain of the spectrometer. This can be done

by measuring the change in the output voltage for a given change in the amount of

flux through the pickup coil. A given amount of magnetic flux can be generated in

the pickup coil by placing a solenoid, very closely approximating the dimensions of

a typical sample, in the typical sample position and passing the determined amount
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of current through it. We observed a gain of 23 V/#G for the spectrometer, where

the gain of the SQUID control unit was 1000 and the gain of the low-pass filter was

10. This is the calibration factor which allows us to determine the absolute magne-

tization of samples. Table 4.1 shows the measured and expected magnetizations for

two samples, and the agreement is reasonable. The expected values were calculated

using Table 2.1, and the assumption was made that the rf completely saturates the

spin system and that ali the spins in the sample contribute to the signal. Relatively

fast cross-relaxation between the -t-m and -m manifolds may be responsible for the

reduced signal intensity of the boron nitride sample.

If one wishes to use a SQUID system in a pulsed field experiment, it is necessary

to determine the dead-time of the SQUID after the strong magnetic field pulse.

The dead-time of the detector determines which resonances will be observeable,

depending on the linewidth of the resonance. With a dead-time of Tda, one can

(nominally) observe resonances with linewidths of _ or less [87]. To determine the

dead-time of our SQUID, we placed a Helmholtz pair of rf coils around a gradiometer

pickup coil. A Cober Model 606P pulse generator, with a 200 _ resistor in series

with the rf coil, was used to supply the dc magnetic field pulse with a field to voltage

ratio of 0.05 G/V. During the pulse, the SQUID was electronically decoupled from

its preamplifier using a blanking line to the SQUID control unit. Figure 4.8 shows

dead-times of about 50 #s for a 50 V pulse and 100 #s for a 2000 V pulse. This tells

us that with a 100 G dc field pulse, one can observe resonances with linewidths of

10 kHz or less.
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Z-Magnetizatlon

Sample Calculated(/zG)I Measured(/_G)

a-Aluminacrystal (2VA1) 0.23 0.19

Boron nitride (11B) 0.8 0.1
_ ,,,,, .....

Table4.1' Calculatedandmeasuredz_magnetizationsfortwosamples.
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Figure 4.8: Measurement of recovery times of the dc SQUID system after a

short magnetic field pulse. The voltages of the pulses are a)50 V and b)2000

V (bottom traces), and the blanking line of the SQUID (top tracee) is kept on

during the pulse. The output voltage of the SQUID system (middle traces)

show dead-times of approximately a)50 #s and b)100 ps.



Chapter 5

I- 3 NQR Results

5.1 Introduction

3 l0BMost of the boron work in this chapter concentrates on 11B (I = _) since has

spin I = 3, which we will see, is less amenable to study with this SQUID NQR

technique. In the B_O3.xH20 section, resonances for the BOa group are shown.

The BO3 units have resonance frequencies around 1200 kHz and their asymmetry

parameters have been determined to be relatively small [28,88, 89]. It is shown that

the resonance frequency is a sensitive probe of the environment of the BO3 units.

There is evidence of BO4 groups in some of tliese samples, however, their resonances

frequencies are too low to be detected by SQUID NQR since the electric quadrupole

moment of 11B is relatively small and distortions from tetrahedral symmetry are

usually not large. Thus, this discussion is restricted to the BO3 units. Table 5.1

shows some relevant data on the physical properties of boron and aluminum.
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Nucleus

Physical Property l°B I 11B I 27A1
,',,i T'"' '", , , ,, i, , ,, , b , ,' li ' ,, J,, | , ,,, I , ,,

Spin(I) 3
Natural abundance (%) 19.6 80.4 100.0

Gyromagnetic ratio, ,_ (Hz/G) 457 1366 1109

Electric quadrupole moment, ¢Q (xl0 -24 cm2) 7.4x10-a 3.55x10 -a 0.149
,_, , ,, ,, ,,

Table 5.1: Some relevant physical data on X°B, 11B, and 2_AI. The quadrupole

moments listed are the accepted values.
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5.2 Boron Nitride, BN

Boron Nitride (BN), being isoelectronic with carbon, also has two phases: hexagona!

and cubic [88]. The cubic phase is structurally identical to diamond where ali the

units are tetrahedral, This makes the cubic phase very stable and hard, and also
,,

makes any quadrupolar interaction disappear due to the very high symmetry of

the system [9]. The system we studied, the hexagonal phase, consists of boron

bonded to three nitrogen nuclei to form planar trigonal groups and vice versa for

the nitrogen nuclei. These planar, groups are linked together to form sheets of

six-rnembered rings analagous to graphite. The only structural difference between

graphite and the boron nitride hexagonal phase is that in the boron nitride the

nuclei are all staCked on top of each other [90, 91]. This is unlike graphite where

the sheets are layered in a staggered fashion.

The bonding in the BN hexagonal phase haz been discussed by Silver and

Bray [92] and it should be' immediately evident that the quadrupolar interaction

is very highly axially symmetric due to the C3v axis through each boron nucleus.

The z'axis of the quadrupolar interaction is coincident with this C3v axis [92],

Three different samples of BN were studied, one from Alpha products [93] and two

from ESPI [94]. The two powder samples (Alpha and ESPI) were very fine white

powder of high purity (>99%), The third sample (ESPI) was a hot-pressed rod of

unspecified purity.

The powder sample from Alpha products gave a very clean 11B peak at 1466

5= 2 kHz as shown in Figure 5.1, in good agreement wRh room temperature mea-

surements of 1450 :t= 50 kI1z [92]. No other bumps or smaller peaks were seen in

the spectrum of this sample. The spectrum of the BN powder sample from ESPI
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Figure 5.1"Spectrum of boron nitride (BN) powder from Alpha products. The

11B NQR resonance frequency is 1466:1:2 kHz. The dc magnetic field was

1.5 G and a total of 40 forward and reverse sweeps were used to obtain this
spectrum.
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is shown in Figure 5.2 and it also yielded a main peak at 1466 =t: 2 kHz, However,

this spectrum has two other regions of interest: near 1300 kHz and a low frequency

shoulder on the main peak, The hump near 1300 khz has been assigned to small

amounts of impurities of the B203.xH20 variety since BN hydrolyzes when _posed

to water [95] and this is where the B_O3.xtt20 resonances appear as shown in the

following section,

In order to obtain a better spectrum of the main peak and its low frequency

shoulder, we reduced the dc magnetic field to 1,5 G and the spectrum of the ESpI

hot-pressed rod of BN is shown in Figure 5.3. This hump near 1300 kHz does not

appear in the spectrum of the hot-pressed rod sample, most likely because the BN

units are not exposed to moisture while in the rod form. The small shoulder on the

main peak is now better resolved and it has not previously been reported. By fitting

this spectrum to the sum of two Gaussians, we found that the shoulder accounted for

approximately 30% of the overall intensity. It was hypothesized that ttle shoulder

originated from defects in the plane..layering scheme at regular intervals. This was

later ruled out on the basis of two arguments, Previous work had indicated that

these layer shifts are randomly distributed [90, 91]. Secondly, X-ray diffraction of

the ESPI powder sample showed it to be as crystalline as the Alpha sample which

showed no shoulder [96], A clean BN spectrum from the Alpha sample also ruled

out the possibility that the shoulder was a 14N resonance which could appear in this

frequency region. Also, the shoulder is not a lOB resonance since it would appear on

the high frequency side of the main peak, due to the very low asymmetry parameter

of BN [92]. At this point, we are still unable to identify the source of the shoulder

in the ESPI samples.
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Figure 5,2: 11Bspectrum of boron nitride (BN) powder i_om ESPI. A total of

20 sweeps were used and the dc field was about 4 G, The broad hump near

1300 khz is from 11Bin B203.xH20, hydrolyzed BN.
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Figure 5.3: High resolution 11B spectrum of a hot-pressed rod of BN (ESPI),

The dc magnetic field was 1.5 G and 32 sweeps were used to obtain this

spectrum. The source of the low-frequency shoulder is still unknown (see

text),
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IntheprocessofobtainingtheBN spectra,we came acrossa casewhere moder-

atelystrongdipolarcouplingforcedustoacquirethespectrausinga relativelyfast

sweeprate.The boronnucleiinBN areinfairlycloseproximitytoeachotherand

allowsformoderatelystrongdipolarcoupling.Thisincreaseindipolarcoupling

allowedcross-relaxationbetweenmanifoldsto occurat a highrate.In orderto

reducetheeffectsofthis,we had tosweeptherffrequencyata relativelyhighrate

of4 kHz/sec,while1 kHz/secwas usuallyadequatewithothersamples.

5.3 Boron Hydrates, B203.xH20 (x--3, 1, and 0)

In this section, we present some new information on the B203_xH20 system, where

x= 3, 1,and 0 [27, 89, 92, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102] ,which we were able to get after

obtaining their boron NQR spectra.

5.3.1 Boric acid

Boricacid(B_O3.3H20,H3BO3, or B(OH)3) has theboron nucleisurroundedby

threeoxygenatoms inthe same plane,suchthatthe O-B-O bond angleisvery

closeto120° [103].TheseplanarBOs unitsarelinkedtogetherby hydrogenbond-

ingbetweenthe oxygenatoms toform a flatlayerednetwork,Figure5.4.X-ray

diffractionand neutronscatteringdatashow two distinctboronsit.es['03,104]but

theydo not seem to be resolvableby NQR. The boricacid,obtainedfrom J.T.

Baker ChemicalCo. [105],was dissolvedinhot-distilledH20 thenrecrystallizedto

ensurecompletehydration.The spectrumofboricacid(naturalabundance11B)is

shown inFigure5.5.The main peak (11B)at 1288+ 2 kHz, isinexcellentagree-

ment witha previousvalueof1288+ 4 khz [100].The shoulder,fromI°B nuclei,
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Figure 5.4: The flat sheets which make up boric acid (B2Os.3H20) are made

of H3BO3 units joined by hydrogen bonding (dashed lines). The O-B-O angles
are very close to 120°.
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(b)

(c)

1250 1300 1350 1400

Frequency(kHz)

Figure5.5:Boron NQR spectraofpolycrystalline(a)boricacid(B203.3H20),

(b)boronmonohydrate(B203.H20),and (c)boronoxide(B_Os).The spectra
arenormalizedtoaboutthesame heightand thedcfieldwas about9 G.These

samplesarenaturalabundancein1°Band _iB. The high-frequencyshoulders,
on allthreespectra,arefromthe-4-2'4-_±3' transitionsof1°B.
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on the high frequency side of the main peak is discussed later.

5.3.2 Boron monohydrate

The orthorhombic form of B203.H20(III) was prepared by heating boric acid in an

open container at 100°C for 24 hours [89, 95, 106]. The immediate environment of

the boron nuclei is similar to that in boric acid except for a lower extent of hydrogen

bonding [88, 95]. The spectrum of B_O3.H20 (HBO2) (natural abundance 11B) is

shown in Figure 5.5. Our measured 11B resonance frequency of 1336 :k 2 kHz is

quite different from 1280 khz, reported by Silver using simulations of NMR powder

lineshapes [89]. This discrepancy may arise from the greater precision and accuracy

of NQR in determining quadrupolar splittings or a difference in sample preparation.

The small high frequency shoulder is again attributed to _°B and is discussed later.

5.3.3 Boron oxide (crystalline)

The polycrystalline sample of B203 was obtained from ESPI, then dried overnight

at 70°C to ensure complete dehydration. B2Os consists of B03 groups joined by

the oxygen atoms to form a three-dimensional network [88]. The measured 11B

resonance frequency, Figure 5.5, of 1318 =1=4 kHz (natural abundance 11B) appears

to not have been previou_fly measured. The high frequency shoulder in our spectrum

is again assigned as a _°B transition.

Table 5.2 summarizes _ghemeasured 11Bresonance frequency, resonance linewidth,

and estimated T_ of these three samples. No attempt was made to accurately de-

termine the T1 of these samples, so they should only be used as a guide. The long

T1 value for boric acid was observed in a variety of boric acid samples from different
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, Sample

11B resonance frequency (kHz) 1288 1336 1318

Linewidth (kHz) 50 40 40

Estimated Yl (s) 300 60 60
. ......

. , , ,

Table 5.2: Measured resonance frequency, linewidth, and estimated T1 for liB

in the three polycrystalline borates.
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sources. Attempts to reduce the T1 of"boric acid using paramagnetic doping were

unsuccessful.

5.3.4 Further boron hydrates

In the previous sections, we observed high-frequency shoulders on the main peaks.

It is the woIk of Butler and Brown which has allowed us to assign these shoulders to

the high frequency (=t:T _-_=t:3') transitions of l°B [100]. This, along with the 11B

resonances presented in the preceding sections, has allowed the determination of

the quadrupolar parameters for the boron nuclei and gives additional information

about their immediate environment.

The assignment of the shoulders to the l°B nuclei was based on two arguments.

Butler and Brown observed, using a field-cycling technique, the :t=T _ ±3t tran-

sitions of 1°B in boric acid at 1335 kHz. This is in excellent agreement with our

I°B resonance frequency of 1332 kHz. The second supporting piece of evidence to

this assignment is the absence of the shoulders in the spectra of 99% 11B-enriched

samples, obtained using our SQUID technique. Figure 5.6 show spectra of these

l_B-enriched samples. The possibility that the shoulder in B203.3H_O is due to

B203.H20 was eliminated due to the small linewidth of the shoulder compared to

the much larger linewidth of the B203.H_O resonance.

A little theory on spin I = 3 nuclei is in order at this point. As a reminder, the

pure 11B N QR resonance occurs at

1

e2qQ 1 + (5.1)
wQ,_B = 2h

The energy levels of a spin I = 3 nucleus, such as l°B (natural abundance_ 20%),
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Figure 5,6: Spectra of 99% liB-enriched (a)B203.3H20 and (b)B203.H20 in
a dc field of about 9 G. The high-frequency shoulders, due to the 4-2# _ =I=3_
transitions of I°B, are absent.
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has been published by Creel [107] using the zero-order basis set

.

14-3') = _(] + 3):I:]-3)), (5.2)
1

Ii2'> = _( +2> _=1-2>), (5.3)

1

I-4-1'> = "_(I + 1>4-1- 1)), (5.4)

lO>= lo>. (5.5)

Only the ±2' ,-, d=3' transitions are used in this work, and they appear at

1

A = A = 9+3ri-F3 (4-_/)2+

, (5.6)

wQ,_ E(-3') - E(-2') [ ___]½"A-- = A = 3(1 - r/) +3 (4 + r/)2 + , (5.7)

where A = e2qQQ°B) The average of these two transitions is at60h •

A =6-a 1+ +_ (4+rl) 2+ + (4-r/) 2+_ . (5.8)

The asymmetry parameter (r/) and the electric field gradient (eq) of a given nuclear

site are expected to be the same for both 1°B and laB nuclei, while the strength

of the interaction (e2qQ) will depend on the particular isotope involved [9]. When

a 'OB and n B resonance has been observed, it becomes possible to determine the

quadrupole interaction parameters. The value of r/can be calculated from the ratio

_,_,0_,, s since the ratio _ is known [108]. Then the quadrupole coupling constants
wQ,aB Q(IIB)

canbe determined,alsousingEquations5.1and 5.8.

The 'OB transitionswould normallynotbe observableusingthisSQUID tech-

niquedue totheverysmallI,vMue ofthe1°Beigenstates,and consequentlysmall
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longitudinal magnetization in low magnetic fields. The small lt value of the eigen-

states arises because of the mixing of the states given by Creel. However, the

:t=2' ,-, 4-T transitions of the lOB axe observable in this case because they are close

to the 11B resonance. Spin diffusion exists between the l°B and n B spin systems

allowing transitions within the I°B spin system to affect the longitudinal magneti-

zation of the 11B system [18, 29, 32]. The spin diffusion mechanism is supported

by the dependence of the shoulders' intensity on the direction of the rf sweep. The

shoulder is barely visible during a rapid low to high frequency sweep, since the I_B

spins have already been saturated. During a sweep from high to low frequency, the

shoulder is more pronounced since the 11B spins have not been irradiated yet. We

were unable to observe any of the lower frequency transitions of the l°B nuclei.

Various methods to better resolve the l°B and 11B resonances were attempted,

such as lowering the small dc magnetic field, different degrees of isotopic enrichment,

and deuteration of the hydrated compounds. None of these methods had a very

strong effect on the resolution.

The resonance frequencies of the samples were determined by fitting each spec-

trum to the sum of two Gaussians. It is of interest to point out that the _°B

resonances are about half as Wide as the _IB resonances, because of the lower gy-

romagnetic ratio (7) and reduced dipolar coupling of l°B. This reduced dipolar

coupling of I°B is caused by the quenching of the dipolar interaction in integer

spin systems [109]. The l°B and 11B resonance frequencies observed for the three

compounds, along with the calculated quadrupolar parameters using Equations 5.1

and 5.8, are shown in T_tble 5.3. Butler and Brown used field-cycling to observe

many of the l°B and 11B transitions in B203.3H20 [100]. hl their work, they Used
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CRC Butler-Brown

Resonance Q(I°B)/Q(IiB)ratio Q(I°B)/Q(IIB)ratio

Compound Nucleus Frequency _ 7? _ 77

(kHz) (kHz) (kHz)

B2Os.3H20 l°B 13324. 4 2565 0.16 2571 0.11

I*B ! 12884.2 4.6 4.0.06 4.6 4.0.11
,.... , |

B203.H20 1°B 13674.5 2644 0.25 2651 0.22

*IB 13364.2 4.7 4.0.04 -I-8 4.0.05
" -" '"'" ' " 'I L ,, ,

B203 *OB 13624.4 2623 0.17 2630 0.12

11B 13184.4 4.8 4.0.08 4.8 4.0.12

Table5.3:Quadrupolarparameterscalculatedforthethreeborates,usingboth

the1°Band 11Bresonances,fortwo differentvaluesoftheratioofquadrupole

moments. The _ calculatedisfor11B.
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thesetransitionstodeterminethequadrupolarparametersofthe boron nucleiin

additiontotheratio_. Theirratioof2,075deviatesfromtheacceptedvalueof

2.084[108].Utilizingthe11Bresonanceand onlythe12' _ :1:3_transitionsofI°B

fromtheButlerand Brown work,alongwithEquations5.1and 5.8,thequadrupo-

larparameterscan be determinedand theresultsfrom theirdata ispresentedin

Table5,4.ComparisonofTables5.3and 5.4showsthatourresultforB_O3.3H20

agreeswellwiththework ofButlerand Brown.

The relativelylowasymmetryparametercalculatedforB203'3H20 isinagree-

ment withthefactthateachboronnucleusissurroundedby an equilateraltriangle

ofhydroxylgroups[103].SincethestructureofB203.H_O issimilartoB203o3H20

exceptforthe lowerextentofhydrogenbonding,thisincreasesthe deviationof

theboron sitefrom C3v symmetry.This structuralchangeisevidentina slight

increaseoftheasymmetryparameter.The relativelylow asymmetryparameterfor

crystallineB_O3 isalsoinagreementwithitsstructurewhichconsistsofessentially

trigonalBO3 groups.Our resultsagreereasonablywellwithotherworks but is

unabletoresolvetheissueofdifferentvaluesfortheratioofquadrupolemoments.

The differentratiosofquadrupolemoments may arisefrom a slightchangeinthe

electricfieldgradientsatthenuclearsitedue totheisotopeeffect'sinfluenceon the

equilibriumpositionofthenucleus.

q

5.4 Boron Oxide Glass, B203

B203 alsoexistsin the glassphase which has been studiedby magneticreso-

nance [28,89,97,99,101,110].These studies,however,did not givemuch im-

portantinformationsuchaslinewidthsofresonances,a measureoftherandomness
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CRC Butler-Brown

Resonance Q(I°B)/Q(IIB)ratio Q(I°B)/Q(nB)ratio

Compound Nucleus Frequency _ 77 _'_ _7

(kHz) (kHz) (kHz)
-, . ,,,, .. ,, .

B:203,3H20 l°B 1335 ::t:1 2568 0.14 2,575 0.06

11B 12884-4 ±5 :I:0.07 4-7 :I:0.06
,, ,,, L

Table 5.4: Quadrupolar parameters calculated for B203.3H20, for the two

different quadrupole moment ratios, using on!y the -+-2',-, :i:T I°B transitions
1 .311

and :i:_ _ +_ B resonance from the work of Butler and Brown. The
calculated is for 1lB.
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of the system and distribution in quadrupolar sites. A distribution of sites will

result in a distribution of resonance frequencies and lead to a broader resonance.

The B2Oc glass sample was made by heating polycrystalline B203 (Aldrich,

99% purity) in a graphite mold. A propane/oxygen flame was applied for about 30

minutes, and by tb,_,r_ali the bubbling within the melt had stopped. The sample was

slowly cooled to room temperature and extracted from the graphite mold, resulting

in a glass slug 4 mm in diameter and about 1 cm long. Figure 5.7 shows the spectrum

of this sample. The 11B resonance frequency was determined to be 1360 4- 10 kHz

which is in excellent agreement with other works [77 99, 101]. This figure illustrates

the necessity and advantages of using forward _tnd reverse sweeps to obtain the final

spectrum. Using a forward minus reverse sweep allows one to symmetrize the overall

resonance and to neglect the effects of cross-relaxation and spin-lattice relaxation

on the lineshape. As can be seen from the single sweep direction spectra, using

only a single sweep direction spectrum to determine the resonance t'rcquency would
t

lead to an erroneous resonance frequency reading. Secondly, the response time of

the entire system does not influence the final spectrum. And finally, instrumental

artifacts, such as the one near 1100 kHz, are averaged away by subtracting the

reverse sweep from the forward sweep.

The linewidth of the B203 glass resonance was determined to be around 80 kHz

(FWHM). This large linewidth is consistent with glassy or amorphous substances

where a distruibution in quadrupolar sites is expected. The linewidth of this spec-

trum is dominated by the distribution in sites, as the applied magnetic field was

only about 3 G. This is a prime example of a case where the N QB. resonance ob-

tained using the SQUID technique very closely approximates the conventional NQI:t
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Figure 5.7: 11B spectra of boron oxide (B203) glass: (a)forward sweeps,

(b)reverse sweeps, and (c)forward-reverse sweeps. The dc field was about

3 G and the instrumental artifact near 1100 kHz ((a) and (b)) is averaged

awa:_by subtracting the reverse sweeps from the forward sweeps to get the
final spectrum, (c). The large linewidth of the resonance is characteristic of

amorphous materials where there is a large distribution of sites.
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lineshape and linewidth. Previous simulations of high-field spectra have yielded

standard deviation estimates of a('_h--_)=100 kHz and a(_7)=0.043 [99]. Recently,

Bray's group used a conventional cw _NQR spectrometer to detect this resonance
,,

and obtained a linewidth of 60 kHz [111, 112, 113].

As noted in Chapter 2, since 11B haz spin I = _ there is no way to extract

and Wfrom the single resonance frequency. This also does not allow us toh

extract independent measures of the variations in those two quantities. One may

ask, "Is it possible to use the l°B resonance to get _ and _} as was done in

the previous section on B203.xH20?" In theory, yes. In practice for this case, no.

This is because we do not observe any shoulders in this glass spectrum, so the l°B

resonance is either completely underneath the wide 11B resonance or too far away

from the main resonace. Pre,,ious work on the glass phase of °B-enriched B203
I

shows the +2 t _ 4-T l°B transitions to be around 1375 kHz [27, 99]. This result

along with ours gives r/=0.33, using the accepted value for the ratio _.

An intriguing prospect is to conduct some classic hole-burning experiments [114]

in the B203 glass. If irradiating the sample with a constant frequency rf causes the

entire resonance to disappear or lower in amplitude, then one can _ay that the

distribution of sites is homogeneous tln'oughout the entire sample. On the other

hand, one may burn a "hole" in the spectrum. This would indicate that domains

of similar sites exist in the sample and communication (spin-diffusion) between

like domains is hindered by many domains of un-like sites. Another prospect is

to study lithium-boron glasses, sodium-boron glasses, and other alkali-metal boron

glasses [115]. This would allow one to determine how the 11B resonance frequency

changes with varying composition and varying amounts of these alkali metals.



Chapter 6

I-- 5 NQR Results

6.1 Introduction

5

Spin I = _ nuclei include useful _ad important nuclei such as 2_AI, 1_0, and many

others. High natural abundance nuclei, such as 2_Al, are found in technologically im-

portant materials such as zeolites. On the other hand, the natural cbundance of 1_0

is very low. O-enriched compounds, however, can be synthesized and then studied

s nuclei give two pure NQI_ resonances, the quadrupoleby NQR. Since spin I =

coupling constant (-_2h-_-q)and asymmetry parameter (r/) can be determined. Once

both of the quadrupolar parameters have been determined, it is possible to perform

some Quantum Mechanics calculations and extract more detailed information on

the structure of the material. For this reason, materials containing spin I = 52

nuclei tend to be able to give more dynamical information on the material, whether

one is interested in the material itself (i.e. phase transitions) or in the material as

it undergoes a chemical reaction. It is for these reasons that nuclear quadrupole

5
resonance studies of compounds containing spin I = $ mmlei tend to give more

101
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structural and dynamical information than those containing I = _ nuclei.

This chapter concentrates heavily on the study of the a-A1203 single crystal and

powder samples which were used to confirm and develop the theory in Chapter 2,

a-AlcOa waz an excellent sample to do this study due to the availability of high

quality crystals, simple crystal structure, good signal-to-noise ratio, and convenient

T1 value. An a-A1203 single crystal was also used by Jach to introduce this SQUID

NQR technique [25] .

6.2 Sapphire, a-A1203

6.2.1 Single Crystal Sample

Al2Oa (alumina) exists in three forms referred to as the a, B, and _/forms [88]. The

a form, the most stable form of Al2Oa, is the phase which was used throughout

this chapter. The B and 7 forms of Al2Oa are in general not highly ordered, and

therefore not suitable as test samples. We attempted to observe signal from _/-Al2Oa

but were unsuccessful.

a-Al2Oa (sapphire, corundum) is a very highly-ordered system and very dense

at 4 g/ml. The packing scheme of the oxygen atoms of a-Al2Oa is hexagonal closest

packing which makes the aluminum nuclei sit in a distorted octahedron formed by

six oxygen atoms [116], Figure 6.1. Two-thirds of all the octahedral sites are filled

by aluminum in a weU-defined fashion. It may be of interest to point out that if

the octahedron formed by the oxygen nuclei were perfect, the extremely high sym-

metry of the site would make the quadrupolar interaction vanish [9]. The distorted

octahedral site has the aluminum equally displaced between the two equilateral
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Figure 6.1: The 2_AInucleus in a-Al2Oa is sandwiched between two equilateral

triangles of oxygen atoms. Oxygen nuclei O1, O2, and Os form one triangle

while 04, O_, and O6 form the other triangle. The z-axis of the principal axis

system is perpendicular to the page and penetrates the 2_Al nucleus.
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triangles of oxygen atoms on top and below. These two triangles of oxygen atoms

are rotated by 60° with respect to each other. _This makes the space group of the

site Dad, where the z-axis of the quadrupolar interaction is the main symmetry

(Ca) axis [117, 118]. Later, we show that r/= 0.00 4- 0.06, but for now, symmetry

considerations make the asymmetry parameter very close to zero.

The single crystal of a-Al2Oa was a colorless cylinder of 0.25" in length and

0.125" in diameter. It was purchased from Union Carbide and had a stated max-

imum paramagnetic impurity colitent of 2 ppm [119]. The cylinder was cut such

that the cylindrical axis was aligned with the c-axis of the unit cell, which is also the

z-axis of the PAS. The powder sample was made by crushing similar single crystals

obtained from Union Carbide. These other crystals, used to get the powder, were

also colorless but not from the same parent crystal, so no serious attempt should

be made to correlate relaxation times which depend on purity.

The spectrum of c_-A12Oasingle crystal is shown in Figure 6.2. The NQR reso-

3 and a 5nance frequencies, using forward-reverse sweeps, for the q-_ _ q-_ 4-_ ,-_ 4-_

resonances were determined to be 357 i 2 khz and 714 4- 2 kHz respectively.

This is in excellent agreement with room temperature work by Pound and oth-

ers [1, 25, 120, 121], meaning the resonance frequencies are temperature inde-

pendent. Using Equations 2.39 and 2.40 the following parameters are calculated,

_ =2.38 4- 0.01 MHz and r/=0.00 4- 0.06.h

Recently, Bray's group used their conventional NQR spectrometer to obtain the

spectrum of a-Al2Oa [8]. They determined the resonance frequencies to be 361.6

± 0.4 ldiz and 715.5 4- 0.7 khz. This gives values of _ = 2.389 4- 0.002 MHz

and r/ = 0.091 4- 0.007. The interesting part to note is that they used only a
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Figure 6.2: Low-frequencyresonance(4-½ ,-, -t-3) (top)and high-frequency
resonance (=1=__ d:_) (bottom) of 2_AI in a single crystal of _-A1203. A dc

magnetic field of about 28 G was applied along the z-axis of the PAS.

=
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single sweep direction to determine these resonance frequencies. Comparing their

resonance frequencies to ours, we get AVL = _-4.6 kHz and AVH -- .1.5 kHz.

However, they used a (sweep rate)/(time constant) ratio of 8.1 kHz/TC and 3,4

kHz/TC for the low frequency and high frequency regions respectively. This makes

the sweep width per time constant (TC) of their spectrometer about twice as large

as the difference in resonance frequencies. Thus, the experimental conditions under

which they obtained the spectrum seem to indicate that their spectrometer's long

time constant influenced the exact frequency of these resonances.

Figure 6.3 shows the complete spectrum of the single crystal using _ a forward

sweep. The calculated signal magnitude, assuming a saturating rf field, is 0.23

#G. The measured magnetization of the sample is 0.19 #G. Since the test coil,

used to calibrate the magnetization, was larger than the sample, the actual sample

magnetization was probably greater than 0.19 #G.

Detailed studies of the single crystal sample were conducted to confirm the

theory of the experiment. A series of different forward sweep rates were used to ac-

5
quire the spectra of the ±-_ _ ±_ resonance in Figure 6.4 to study lineshapes, The

d

spectrum acquired with the fastest sweep rate closely resembles the plateau-shaped

resonance described in Figure 2,3. Figure 6.4 should be compared to the simula-

tions in Chapter 2, Figure 2.5. Figure 6.5 shows the simulations and experimental

spectra together, and one can say that the model used for the simulations is quite

good within the range of sweep rates used.

A confirmation of the theory and experiments of Weber and Hahn was at-

tempted, to determine if we could observe the two components of a NQR reso-

nance (i.e. 3 _ s and 3 5-_ -_ q-_ _-_ -_-_) in a single crystal [35, 36]. We applied
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XBL 8911-4300

Figure 6.3: A complete sweep of the two resonances of a single crystal of

a-Al_O3 using only a forward sweep. The applied dc field was about 10 G.
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Figure6.4:Forwardsweepsofthe:k__ ±_ resonanceofa-Al_Oasingle
crystal,usingvarioussweeprates.The signal-to-noiseratiowas increased
insome casesby averaging.However,therelativeintensitiesofthepeaksis
normalizedtothesame numberofsweeps.The applieddcfieldwasabout10
G.
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xB'r, 908-2801

Figure 6.5: Simulated (left) and some experimental forward sweeps of the

=f:_ _ =t=_resonance of the a-Al203 single crystal. In Figures 6.5 and 6.12,

the amplitudes of the simulated spectra are matched to the amplitudes of the

e_:perimental spectra. The applied dc field was about 10 G.
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circularly polarized rf to the resonance at 714 kHz and the results are shown irl

Figure 6,6. The polarizations of the rf field are arbitrarily labelled, No serious

attempt was made to correlate the polarization of the rf to a particular transition,

The underlying theory to this figure is that once the rf has excited a transition,

the magnetization of the sample will decay, back to its equilibrium value, with a

time constant T _. The sweeping rf will not affect the other transition since it has

the wrong polarization. If 7'1 is much longer than TcR, then T I _ TcR. While if

T1 _ TtR, the T _ will be some complicated factor of T1 and ToR. The T _ deter-

mined for this case was 70 5:20 sec. The large uncertainty in this reading may be

due to Don-exponential relaxation [122]. This is plausible since we observed that

T1 was only slightly longer that 70 sec. Spin-lattice relaxation in rigid lattices is

usually performed by the fluctuating dipole moments of paramagnetic impurities

in the sample [123]. An approximate figure of T1=70 sec, is not inconsistent with

previous measurements [1221.

It is also possible to obtain an "absorption" spectrum of the overall NQR res-

onance. One method would be to use a very slow sweep rate. The method used

here w_s"to first obtain the spectrum using a fast sweep, Figure 6.2. Then one

takes the ¢l_rivative of this spectrum, Figure 6.7. The widths of the two transitions

are broadened by artificial Gaussian smoothing. In principle, the widths of these

transitior,m is determined by tile dipolar coupling between 2rAl nuclei [122, 124].

In order to simulate the powder lineshapes and also choose sweep parameters for

samples that have not been previously examined, it is of some importance to look

at how signal intensity depends on the rf field strength, magnetic field strength,

and sweep rate. The single crystal of ce-A120:3was used to give us some preliminary
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Figure 6.6: Forward (top trace) and reverse (bottom trace) sweeps of the a-

A1203 single crystal using rf of opposite circular polarizations. The figure

shows the two components of the overall resonance. The polarizations of the

rf are arbitrarily labelled. In each sweep, the signal decays back to the ther-

mal equilibrium magnetization, after each transition component, with a time

constant T' which depends on T1 and TcR.
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Figure 6.7: An "absorption" spectrum of the 4-3 _ _:_ resonance of the a.-
A1203 crystal, revealing the two components of the overall resonance. This

figure was generated from Figure 6.2, convoluting it with a Gaussian, differ-
entiating it, and then taking the absolute value.
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data on this.

The plot of signal intensity versus rf strength is shown in Figure 6.8. The general

shape of the curve can be described by t__.eexpression 1-e-_, o , where Bl,o is taken

to be near the corner of the curve. In general Bl,o depends on the gyromagnetic

ratio of the nuclei and on the relaxation time, probably TtR. Noting that the noise

level of the SQUID output is somewhat proportional to rf strength, there will be

some optimum value of rf strength that maximizes signal-to-noise. However, this

optimum value is in general hard to predict a priori since TaR is difficult to predict

at these temperatures and magnetic field strengths. One usually has to resort to

determining this optimum value empirically. Although a plot of signal intensity

versus magnetic field strength is not shown, we found that the expression 1 - e-_r_L

did approxima_,e its behavior.

A plot of signal intensity versus sweep rate is shown in Figure 6.9. A qualitative

'.... description is based on a delicate balance of the amount of rf used in exciting

transitions and the amount of time that relaxation is allowed to occur during the

sweep. When one sweeps very fast, only a little rf is available for exciting transitions

and not much time is allowed for relaxation to occur. This results in a small, but

plateau-shaped, resonance. Although the opposite case of a very slow sweep is not

depict ed in the figure, the behavior is predictable. In this case, much rf is available

for the transitions but this is countered by lots of time for relaxation to occur. This

.

results in a m3derately high signal intensity, but the resonance lineshape is very

asymmetrical. Again, there is some optimum sweep rate which results in a very

good signal intensity and where not much time is allowed for relaxation processes.

This results in an overall lineshape that has relatively good symmetry and signal
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Figure 6.8: A plot of the signal amplitude as a function of the rf strength.

A single crystal of a-A1203 was used for these measurements. The resonance

used was the +3 ,-, -t-_ resonance and the rf was linearly polarized.
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Figure 6.9" A plot of the signal amplitude as a function of the sweep rate of

the linearly polarized rf. The -t-3 ,-, +_ resonance of a c_-A1203 single crystal
was used for these measurements.
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intensity.

Before proceeding to the c_-Al2Oa powder sample, one small test was necessary,

For this SQUID technique to work for powder samples, the crystal had to give a

signal of the same sign independent of whether it was right side up or upside down.

In the original orientation, a forward sweep gave ,say, a positive signal. In the other

orientation, a forward sweep also gave a positive signal. If the second signal had

been a negative one, this technique could not have been applied to powder samples.

6.2.2 Powder Sample

The last results on the a-A1203 sample were on the crushed, powdered sa_lple,

Figure 6.10. The resonance frequencies and quadrupolar parameters for the powder

sample were the same as those determined for the single crystal sample. Our ability

to obtain this spectrum was the first experimental confirmation that this SQUID

NQR technique would be applicable to powder samples. The signal amplitude of

the powder sample was about 15% of the signal intensity for the single crystal.

Figure 6.11 shows a series of forward sweep spectra of the powdered sample

, 3 5
for different sweep rates on the '=t:_ _ =t:_ resonance. This should be compared

to the simulations of the powder lineshapes in Figure 2.6. Figure 6.12 shows the

simulations and experimental together. A comparison can also be made betw_n

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.12.

As noted in Chapter 2, the =t=__ :h_ resonance for a powder sample can have

a smaller linewidth than the same resonance of a single crystal sample. Figures 6.2

and 6.10 illustrate this point. On the other hand, also noted in Chapter 2, the

:t:½ _ d:_ resonance usually has a larger linewidth than the i_ _ :k_ resonance
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Figure 6.10: Low-frequency resonance (=1=½,-, :t:3) (top) and high-frequency

resonance (+_- ,-, =E}) (bottom) of 2_AI in powdered a-A1203. The dc field

used was the same as in Figure 6.2, about 28 G.
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Figure 6.11: F_rward sweeps of the :t:} _ :f:_ resonance of _-.A1203powder,

using various sweep rates. As pointed out in Figure 6.4, signal averaging was

sometimes used but the relative intensities oi"the peaks are normalized to the

same number of sweeps. The dc field was about 10 G.
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Figure 6.12: Simulated (left) and experimental forward sweeps of the a-A1203

powder sample, using the :i:-_ _ :t:_ resonance, for various sweep rates. The
applied dc field was about 10 G.
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in a powder sample. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.10,

6.3 Petalite, LiAlSi4010

Petalite (LiAISi4Olo) is a polycrystalline lithium ore with only one distinct 2_AI site.

Folded Si205 layers are linked by Li and Al tetrahedra. The AIO4 tetrahedra are

distorted such that the AI-O bond distances are 1.742/1, and 1.732_ [125]. The two

O-AI-O bond angles are 116.97° and 113,73 °, The spectrum of petalite is shown

in Figure 6.13, and the two resonances are at 834 ± 5 kHz and 1314 ± 5 kHz.

Using Equations 2.39 and 2.40 we find that _h-_-Q-=4. 56 ± 0.01 MHz and 7=0.47 ±

0.1. This measurement is in agreement with early estimates [126], and was later

confirmed by data from dynamic-angle-spinning (]:)AS) experiments [127]. DAS

experiments gave _-2h_-hc2=4.62± 0.05 MHz and r/=0.48 ± 0.03.

Two items of interest in this petalite spectum are the linewidth of the resonance

and signal intensity. The linewidths of the resonances are relatively large and

indicate a considerable amount of structural disorder in this natural mineral sample.

From structural considerations, dipolar broadening is not expected to contribute

significantly to the linewidth. The large linewidth is more likely due to a distribution

in electric field gradients. The relatively large quadrupole moment (eQ) of 27A1

makes matters worse. This is because a small change in electric field gradients

produces a larger change in the distribution of pure NQR resonances. This large

quadrupole moment is, however, what allows us to see this resonance. Usually,

tetrahedral distortions are not large, but the large electric quadrupole moment of

2T.AIbrings the quadrupole interaction into a frequency range where we can detect

it. A perfect tetrahedron has O-AI-O bond angles of 109.5°.
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Figure6.13:2VAlNQR powder spectrumof thenaturalmineralpetalite

(LiAISi401o).The dc fieldusedwas about10 G.
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The signal intensity of these two resonances is much smaller than that for a-

A1203, Several factors may account for this, Firstly, the concentration of 2_Al in

petalite is smaller than that in a-Al_O3. Secondly, the signal intensity available in

petalite is spread over a much larger frequency range making the signal aznplitude

look smaller. The final factor is the non-zero asymmetry parameter. As noted in

Chapter 2, we expect smaller signals from sites where the asymmetry parameter
r

deviates from zero,

6.4 Further SQUID NQR Experiments Possible

In this section, some other further possibilities of the SQUID NQR technique are

suggested. An obvious extension of this technique is to apply it to samples contain-

ing 1_O and other samples containing 27A1. Many of the high-Tc superconductors

contain 1_O and other quadrupolar nuclei such as eaCu, °_Cu, sTSf, _3_Ba, 13_Ba,

and 139La. Taking La2__SrxCuO4 as an example, Lal.sSro.2CuO4 is a high-Tc su-

perconductor but La___Sr_CuO4 (where 0 <_x < 0.2) is not, we'll call the latter

stoichiometric precursors, Once this technique has been successfully applied to sim-

pler 1_0, Cu, STSr, and 139La compounds, one can study these compounds which

are stoichiometric precursors to high-Tc superconductors and possibly shed some

light on what gives the high-Tc superconductors their important qualities. If the

particle sizes are small enough, one may even be able to study these high-Tc super-

conductors directly. Many technologically important substances, such as zeolites,

contain _TAI. These zeolites are also excellent substances to study with this SQUID

NQR technique.

One may wonder what happens when there is more than one distinct 27A1 site
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in a sample. For example, if the sample has two sites then the NQR spectrum

will have four resonances, two for each site. The experimentalist has two options

in trying to determine which resonance is the counterpart of the other, i.e, which

of the other three peaks is from the same site as a given peak. The first, and

easiest, option is a process of elimination since the resonance frequencies from a

particularsitemust obey certainmathematicalrestrictions.These restrictionsare

i
7VQ,n < uQ,L< UQ,Hforresonancesfrom one particularsite.Ifthisprocessof

eliminationcan not be used,thenone has toperforma classicdoubleresonance

experiment[18,32].Thisoptionconsistsofirradiatingonepeak withrf,and taking

thespectrumtodeterminewhichoftheotherthreepeaksisinfluencedinintensity.

The peak whose intensitychangesthe most isitscounterpart.Once thepairing

ofpeakshas been accomplished,theexperimentalistcan go on to determinetile

quadrupolarparametersforeachsite.

Improvementstothespectrometerwouldbetomake theprobevariable-temperature.

Thiswould enablethestudyofphase transitionsincompounds and allowone to

determinehow theNQR resonance(s)changeas thestructurechanges.A modi-

ficationwhich would make experimentsmore convenient,would be toenablethe

experimentalisttochangethestaticmagneticfieldwithoutwarming up theentire

probe,ashas tobe done now.



Chapter 7

I- 1 N QR Theory and Results

7.1 Introduction

In the two preceeding chapters it was demonstrated how this SQUID NQR technique

may be applied to samples which contain half-odd-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei.

The obvious question is whether this technique may be applied to integer spin

quadrupolar nuclei. In this chapter, this possibility is addressed and one spin I = 1

result is presented.

The factor that determines the feasibility of this technique is the ability to gen- t

erate Mz (magnetization along the z-axis), 'the z-axis being defined as the direction

of the static magnetic field and the axis of the pickup coil. The eigenvalues and

eigenstates of integer spin nuclei behave differently from those of half:odd-integer

spin, as was seen in the boron chapter. The following is a description Of spin I -- 1

nuclei, their eigenvalues and eigenstates. The more important nuclei with spin I = 1

are 2H and 14N, but since 2H rarely has resonances in the operating frequency range

of this spectrometer, this discussion is more pertinent to 14N.

124
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7'.2 Theory for I=l Nuclei

To facilitate this discussion, we take the example of a spin I = 1 quadrupolar

nucleus in a static magnetic field such that the direction of the weak magnetic

field is along the z-axis of the quadrupolar interaction. The energy levels are given

[109, 128, 129] by

E_= ---(

e_qQ

E. = ----_, (7.3)

where z = _s_ and the corresponding eigenstates are

I=>= _o_eI+1>+sinOl-1), (7.4)

l y)= sinOl+1)- cosoI -1), (7.5)

and

I_)=1o), (7.6)

[ ]The trigonometric terms above are defined as coso = _ 1 + z _ + z (1 + z2) ½ -½
1

and sin0 = _ 1 + z _ - z (1,+ z_) ½ -_. The energy levels are shown in Figure 7.1

_ndtheketsI+1), I 1),a.d I0) _e eigenstates of I.,

In the absence of a magnetic field, I z) is an eigenfunctionof I_, I Y) is an

eigenfunction of I_, and I z) is an eigenfunction of I., and ali the corresponding

eigenvalues are zero, When a weak, static magnetic field is applied along the z-axis

of the quadrupolar interaction, it is found that

(Ix)= (I_) = 0 foralieigenstates, (7.7)

(_I I_lz) - O, (7.8)
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Figure 7.1: The enexgy levels of a spin I = 1 nuclei under a variety of condi-

tions. The weak magnetic field is applied along the z-axis of the quadrupolar

_B, Application of the magnetic field moves the energy lev-PAS_d_=(_).
els symmetrically, but in opposite directions, about the original energy levels.
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and

_ z (7.9)
(_I_. ,_) =-(yl_ ly)= (_+:)½ •

Leppelmeier and Hahn have also worked out ali of the above when the magnetic

field is applied along the x or y directions [109].

Proceeding further, we wish to get an estimate of the magnitude of the signal.

At thermal equilibrium, the z-magnetization of the sample is

M,_ @_>X,,I,>+ &>x,,j,>+_,>4,,_>, (7.10)

z (/_)_/_,)) (7.11)
M, ¢x (1 + z2) ½

where I_,10 = (i I I_ Ii) As we pass through and irradiate one NQR transition (e.g.

I z) _"*1Y)), the induced z-magnetization is given by

M_ c_P:I_)I_,I,)+/_ly)l_,l_) + _)Ii_,I_), (7.12)

Z

M' c< (1 + z2) ½ (Pl'v)-/_)) ' (7.13)

Thus, the change in the z-magnetization of the sample is

AM_ = M'- M_, (7.14)

(1 + z_) ½

Z [PI'_)-/_)] (7.16)
c( (1+ z_)_

Generating a large change in the population of the I Y) state, (Pl'y) -/_y))' is usually

not a problem. The factor which really affects the change in z-magnetization, and

_hus the size of the signal, is the (1+_2)Tterm, F(z).

A plot of F(z) versus z is given in Figure 7.2. This figure tells us that large

signals are possible only when z is relatively large. Since z = :_Bo , we may
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Figure 7.2: Signal intensity versus z factor where z = _, and F(z) =
Z

i'i+,2)½ _ M,, the z-magnaetization of the sample. The inset provides a better

view of F(z) for low values of z.
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be tempted to maximize Bo and even then, large signals are possible only when

the product of _ and r] is small. Maximizing Bo is not a good idea because the

signal available will be spread out over a large frequency range and make the signal

intensity smaller, This tells us that reasonable signal intensity is possible only when

is small and _ is close to zero. Figure 7,3 is a plot of F(z) versus _ while setting

7Bo = 11 kHz and _ = 5000 kHz.h

7.3 Solid Nitrogen, a-N2

We obtained the SQUID NQR spectrum of solid a-N2 (natural abundance in 14N)

as shown in Figure 7.4. The magnetic field used was 35 G and the pure NQR

resonance frequency was determined to be ,3488 ± 2 kHz. The high spin density,

short spin-lattice relaxation time, known quadrupolar interaction strength, and very

small asymmetry parameter made this sample an excellent choice. The resonance

frequency was in excellent agreement with previous measurements of 3487.73 =t=

0.03 kHz at 4.2 K [130, 131]. Scott and coworkers were able to place a limit on

77at r] < 0.00016. From an analysis of the linewidth of our resonance at 35 G,

we can place a limit of 77< 0.006. We did not try to place a better limit on 77

by reducing the field strength since the signal intensity would also decrease. The

signal strength of the c_-N2 sample was very low, requiring a total of 20 forward

and reverse sweeps to obtain the spectrum shown. Before proceeding further, a

numerical estimate of certain parameters are of interest. If one takes vQ =3488 kHz

and r] -0, then the quadrupole coupling constant is _ -- 4651 kHz. Using this

value of the quadrupole coupling constant along with _? = 0.00016 and Bo = 35

G, then z - 58. This shows that even when z is large, signal intensity is low. So

=

=
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Figure 7.3: Signal intensity versus r/using 7/30 =11 kHz and _ =5000 kHz.
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Figure 7.4: Spectrum of a-N2. A total of 20 forward and reverse sweeps were

required to obtain this spectrum. A recycle delay of 250 s was implemented

between sweeps. The very low asymmetry parameter of a-N2 allows for rea-

sonable signal intensity.
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samples where r/is not close to zero will, according to Figure 7.3, give much smaller

signal intensities.

The low signal intensity for 14N samples is not a great loss since resonances that

appear in this region of a few megahertz and higher are not difficult to detect by

conventional pure NQR. If the signal-to-noise ratio of this technique is increased, it

may become possible to investigate N2 molecules in confined spaces, such as in the

cages of zeolites. One could try to determine how the size and the loading of the

cages affects the asymmetry parameter (r/) of the quadrupolar interaction.

In summary, this SQUID NQR technique has rather limited application to the

study of samples containing integer spin quadrupolar nuclei. On the other hand,

it is a viable technique by which to study samples containing half-odd-integer spin

quadrupolar nuclei where the quadrupolar interactions fall into the intermediate

strength regime.



Appendix A

Analytical Solution to the

Zero-Field Energy Levels of a

Spin I- _ Nucleus

This appendix discusses the energy levels of a spin I = _ nucleus, involved in a

quadrupolar' interaction, in zero magnetic field. Most approaches to this problem

use perturbation theory or purely numerical solutions to a cubic secular equation [5,

132, 133, 134, 135, 136]. An analytical solution is presented here. The quadrupolar

Hamiltonian may be written alternatively [41] as

e2qQ [3I_ 12 _/(I: +12)] (A.1)HQ = 4I(2I_I) - + _

An especially convenient matrix representation of the Hamiltonian [137] is

133
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I+_/ I+,_>{-_> {+_>I-½>{-_>
/

<-¢-_ _, _ o o o o

(+] _ -_, _ o o o

<-_ o _ -_ o o o
2o (A,2)

<+_ o o o _A_ _A20 _ 0

<-½ o o o _ "-_-

<-_ o o o o _

where A = e2qQ.

It is of importance to note that the [:t: m') states remain degenerate tbr ali value

of ,7 in the absence of a magnetic field. This is due to the time-reversal symmetry

which is posscssed by the half-odd-integer quadrupolar nuclei [41, 138]. This allows

us to reduce the problem of having to deal with a 6 x 6 matrix to only a 3 x 3

matrix. To find the eigenvalues of this 3 x 3 matrix we need to solve the equation

A.--A _ 0

A .\ 3A (A,3)---_ _ 0

0 _ _oA ,X

and this yields the cubic secular equation

-21A2 7r/2A2 A+ = 0. (A.4)
A3 + 400 400 400 4"0()]

Following the solution to a cubic equation [130], except the symbols A and B
i

in reference [139] have been changed to C and D respectively, one gets

C = 2"-6A[-10(t/' 1)+ 10Z] _}, (A,5)
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A_ _
D = 20 [-I0(_ I)- 10Z]_, CA,6)

where

1

C and D are complex conjugates and can be rewritten as

C = A - iP] _2-6[-_°(_ 1)+ , (A,T)
A

D = 2-0[-10(r/2 - 1) -iP] _ , (A,8)

where

1

and P is always real and positive. The determination of the cube roots of these

complex numbers may be facilitated by rewriting them in polar or trigonometric

form [140], Expressing C and D in polar form one gets

A _ _) (A.9)C = --r3e i(
20 '

A e__(_), (A.10)
D = _--_r_

where

and

lO(r/2--P )10 = a_'ctan 1" '
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Finally, one gets the following eigenvalues

' 0

and

[ (0)}-Ar_' cos - v/3sin g , (A.13)E_= 2---_

where

A = eiqQ, (A.14)

(z )_?,}
= 3172+7 , (A.15)

":': i.r_","+_..,._,..,,,+_.,.3,.,2+_3]_, (A,_)
and

[ -':' ]0 = _ct_m 10(rfl-1) ' (A.17)

The two resonance frequencies are

uo,L = lE5- E31= 2--0-_r

With the above equations, one can calculate where to expect the two pure NQR

resonances when @ and 77axe known,

It is also very useful to be able to calculate @ and 77from the frequencies

of the two pure quadrupole resonances, This can be done by taking the ratio of

Equations A.19 and A.18 to get

 oo<,lxo,L -y - _ (A,20)
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or

8 = 3 arctan \2u_:H _-_Q,L_'
(m.21)

This gives the value of 8 which corresponds to the two known resonance frequen-

cies, Equations A,I(t and A.17 tell us that 8 is a function of rI only, and varies

monotonically from 57/31982 ° to 90° when r/ = 0 and _? = 1 respectively. This

allows one to perform a binary search for the value of rl which, when Input into

Equations A.16 and A.17, gives the proper value of 8, Once the correct value of

rl has been determined, Equation A.18 oi' A.i9 can be used to calculate _}-_. On

the following pages are two programs, The first program calculates the energy

levels and resonazme frequencies for a spin I _ nucleus, in zero field, from the

quadrupole coupling constant and the asymmetry parameter. The second program

will calculate the quadrupole coupling constant and asymmetry parameter from the

two resoneame frequencies of a spin I = _ nucleus in zeromagnetic field,
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Program Energy;

{ This program gives the energy levels and the resonance

frequencies for spin I-8/_ in zero field. }

Var

p_A,r,eta,theta : Real ;

phi ,factor ,safety : Real ;

EI,E2,ES : Real ;

lowfreq,hifreq : Real ;

Begin
Writeln(' Enter QCC and eta: ');

Readln (A,eta) ;

Writeln;

If Abs(eta)> 1 then

Begin

Writeln(' ************************************** ') ;

Writeln(' This is not a realistic value for eta, ');

Writeln(' ************************************** ') ;

End

Else

Beg._n

{ calculate preliminaries }

safety := O;

p :- Sqrt(((S4S/27)*Sqr(Sqr(Sqr(eta))))

+ ((4S/S)*Sqr(Sqr(eta)) )

+ (543*Sqr(eta)) + 243 );

{ using this form to prevent error from Ln(zero) }

r :m Sqrt(Sqr(p) . Sqr(-10*(Sqr(eta) - I)) );

If (eta = I) OR (eta = -I) then

safety :=-IE-IO;

{ prevents a divide by zero error. }

theta :- ArcTan(p/(-lO*(Sqr(eta) -I + safety)) );

phi := theta/S;

factor := (-A/20)*Exp((I/S)*Ln(r));

{ calculate energy levels }

El := factor,(-2*(Cos(phi)) );
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E2 :" fao%or*(Cos(phi) + Sqrt(3)_Sin(phi) )_

E3 := factor*( Cos(phi)- Sqr%(8)*Sin(phi) );

{ calcula%e resonance frequencies }

lowfreq := Abs( E2 - EB )_

hifreq := Abs( El - E8 )

Writeln('The low frequency resonance is at:' , lowfreq )

Writeln('The high frequency resonance is at: ', hifreq );

End_

End. { Program Energy }
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Program Frequency;

{ This is program gives the QCC and eta for the two resonances

input for a spin I=5/2 spin system in zero field. }

Var

lowfreq, hifreq,tempfreq, theta : Real ;

Ssquared, eta, etaincrement : Real ;

Frac, numerator,denominat or : Real ;

ratiolimit, safety1, safety2 : Real ;

p,r .A : Real ;

n : Integer ;

Begin

Writeln(' Enter the low and high frequency _resonances: ');

Readln (lowfreq,hifreq) ;

lowfreq := Abs(lowfreq);

hifreq := Abs(hifreq) ;

{ get resonance frequencies in proper order }

If lowfreq > hifreq Then

begin

tempfreq := lowfreq;

lowfreq := hifreq;

hifreq := tempfreq;

end ;

If ((hifreq/lowfreq)>=l) AND ((hifreq/lowfreq)<=2) Then

begin

theta := 3_ArcTan((Sqrt(3)_lowfreq)/((2_hifreq)

+ lowfreq)) ;

safetyl := IE-II;

Ssquared := Sqr(Sin(theta)/(Cos(theta) + safetyl) )_

{ Ssquared is determined by the resonance frequencies }

eta := 0.5;

etaincrement := 0.5;

If (((hifreq/lowfreq) - I)<=IE-03) Then
ratiolimit := IE-08

{ while criteria less stringent }
Else
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ratiolimit := IE-08;

safety2 := IE-12;

numerator := ((343/27)*(Sqr(Sqr(Sqr(eta))) ))

+ ((4S/S)_(Sqr(Sqr(eta)) ))

+ 543_Sqr(eta) + 243;

denominator := 100_(Sqr(Sqr(eta)) - 2*Sqr(eta) + I);

Frac "= numerator/denominator;

{ Frac is a function of eta only }

n:=O;

{ execute a binary search for the correct value of eta }

{ which makes the value of Frac=Ssquared }

While ((Abs(Ssquared-Frac)/Ssquared) >=ratiolimit )

AND (n<50) Do

begin
n :: n+l;

If Ssquared < Frac Then
eta := eta- etaincrement

Else

eta := eta + etaincrement;

numerator := ((34S/27)_(Sqr(Sqr(Sqr(eta)))) )

+ ((43/3)* (Sqr(Sqr(eta)) ))

+ 543_Sqr(eta) + 243;

denominator :- lO0_(Sqr(Sqr(eta))

- 2_Sqr (eta)

+ I + safety2) ;

Frac := numerator/denominator;

etaincrement := etaincrement/2;

end; { wh:i.le}

Writeln;

{ calculate quadrupole coupling constant }

p := Sqrt(((343/27) ,Sqr(Sqr(Sqr(eta) )))

+ ((4S/3)_Sqr(Sqr(eta)))

+ (543,Sqr(eta)) + 243 );

r := Sqrt(Sqr(p) + Sqr(-lO,(Sqr(eta) - i)) );

A := (20/(2_Sqrt(S)))_Exp((-I/S)_Ln(r))

(i/Sin (theta/S))•lowfreq;

Writeln('eta equals' ,eta,' and QCC equals',A,
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' after ' n ' iterations')i#

end { when ratio of frequencies is in proper range}

Else

Writeln(' Katio of frequencies is not between
I and 2 inclusive, ');

End.{ Program Frequency }
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